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THE HEIMBIGNER FAMILY STORY 
 
 

The Heimbigners have had several changes to their last name since its origination. It is thought the family 
line may be traced back as far as the 1500’s originating in Neustadt, Erback Germany.  Unknown levels of 
literacy and the movement of the family from Germany to Russia and then to the United States is likely the 
cause of much of the variation on the spelling of Heimbigner.  Records potentially include Hainbuch about 
1595, Hainbucher 1639 to at least 1705, and potentially to Heimbuchner by 1741 and to Heimbigner by 
around 1768.  Somewhere in the early 1700’s the family moved to Frank Russia and that most likely explains 
the largest change to the last name.  

Several family members have been instrumental in tracing the family lineage, in particular Nellie 
Heimbigner and Gary Heimbigner and others have put hundreds of hours into finding and organizing 
documentation, it should be acknowledged that much of the information about the Heimbigner family line 
comes directly from their notes and collected documentation. 

The Heimbigner family moved from Germany into Russia during the Great Migration under Catherine the 
Great of Russia.  Russia had tried to attract foreigners from Western Europe since the fifteenth century.  
Though Peter the Great had started to actively bring foreign scientists, engineers and other technically trained 
persons, it was under Catherine II (who was born a German princess) that vast realms of land were conquered 
from Poland, Turkey and others creating a territory needing colonization to be held under Russian rule.  In 
1763 Catherine the Great issued the second of her manifestos encouraging immigration to her country from 
Germany in order to colonize underdeveloped land on the Black Sea and on the banks of the Volga River. 
Catherine, herself a German, had also hoped that the colonists would improve Russian agriculture though the 
introduction of more modern methods from Western Europe. 

In her second manifesto issued in 1763 she clearly defined rights and privileges foreigners might enjoy if 
they came to Russia; including free land, free transportation and support in getting settled, exemption from 
military duty, religious tolerance and more.  This manifesto appealed to many Germans and appeared to 
provide better opportunity than war-torn Western Europe could secure.  They were escaping the devastation 
after the 7 Years War, the poor living conditions of German peasants and a lack of religious freedom. The 
largely colonized Black Sea and Volga River area was where many of them settled.  Upon arrival in Russia the 
colonists received tools, homes, cattle and other necessities with the contract to repay the government within 
10 years.  The new colonists had been led to believe the new land they were going to would be fertile and 
surrounded by woods, fields and rivers.  What they found was a lawless land, they were attacked regularly by 
nomadic raiders that robbed and burned their new colonies.  The land was sandy and swampy, in order to 
survive they had to cultivate new soil and drain the swamps.  The Germans fought disease and had to ration 
food to get through the winter and built sod houses in the spring, followed by future development of log 
homes covered in plaster.  For a decade the crops were not harvestable, and no money came in so debts to 
the Russian government were extended and actually increased.  Men were not allowed to leave the settlements 
to find work and struggled to survive.  Not only did they survive but they adapted to their environment and 
did eventually harvest crops from the land and establish infrastructure in their colonies. One of these colonies 
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was Frank Russia, established May 16, 1767. Within 100 years of coming to Russia though many were forced 
to leave.  By the early 1800’s Russia was no longer actively inviting foreigners in and the feeling toward 
foreigners progressively worsened.  The privileges the colonists had received in addition to their rejection of 
assimilation into Russian culture made them the object of intense persecution.  By the late 1800’s better forms 
of transportation made it so more people could travel the great distances required to make it to America.  
More people were learning about America and what might be there.  In the 1870’s there was a Russianization 
policy begun by the Russian government proclaiming that the special privileges of the colonists were no 
longer valid and that they were now subject to Russian rule.  The mandatory language became Russian, 
schooling changed, military service was mandatory, land and resources were also made scarce by policies that 
prevented the colonies to grow in size as they did in numbers.  Emigration to North America began almost 
immediately, a trip that normally took around 3 months.  In 1871 when Czar Alexander II revoked many 
exemptions the Heimbigner family moved first to the United States and began farming in Walla Walla then 
finally homesteaded Northwest of Ritzville in 1889.  The family has been farming the same land since 1903. 

The oldest documented generation was also a point of name change for the family.  Martin Hainbuch 
~1595-1678 married a Catharina and they had the child Hans Michael Hanbucher.  It is unknown why the 
name change occurred.  They lived in Neustadt, Erbach, Germany and the family would stay in that area for 
another three generations.  Hans Michael Hainbucher (~1639-1677) married Elisabetha Straub in 1665 and 
they had the child Lorenz Hainbucher.  Lorenz Hainbucher (~1675-1719) married Anna Margaretha Frantz 
and they had a child also named Lorenz Hainbucher.  That Lorenz Hainbucher (December 14, 1705-~1765) 
married Anna Margaretha Kibner (or Kisner) on July 6, 1739 and they had the child Johann-Michael 
(Heimbuchner) Hainbucher.   

Johann-Michael (Heimbuchner) Hainbucher was born May 5, 1741 in Neustadt, Erbach, Germany.  He 
married Anna Maria Schafer and they had six 
children, three of which were born in Germany, the 
other three in Frank Russia.  The family arrived to 
Russia August 29, 1766 by the ship Apollo.  They 
arrived at Frank Russia September 1, 1767.  The 
name change is likely from that move.  It also makes 
the Heimbigners some of the original settlers in 
Frank Russia.  Their fourth child was Jacob and he 
was the first of their children born in Russia.  Anna 
Maria Schafer passed away at some point after 1778.  
Johann-Michael remarried not long after to a widow 
named Regina Mai and they had three more children 
together. 

Jacob Heimbigner (~1768-~1816) was the first 
generation born in Frank Russia.  The family would 
stay in Frank Russia until Andrew (and his brother 
Conrad) would move their families to America.  
Jacob married Anna Elisabeth Schaefer  and had 3 
children, the youngest of which was Johann (Jacob) 
Michael Heimbigner. Johann (Jacob) Michael 
Heimbigner (born 1806) who married Catharina 
Leonhardt in Frank Russia and had nine children, 
two of which were Conrad Heimbigner born May 12, 
1836 and Andrew Heimbigner born November 24, 
1844 (or 1845 possibly).  After Catharina Leonhardt’s 
passing in 1851, Jacob remarried a year later to 
Magdalena Fitzmann and they had one child.  Jacob 
Later passed away in Frank Russia in 1889. 
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Painting over photo of Conrad and Katie in 
front of their home in Odessa.     
  
 Conrad married Anna Marie 
Kiehn and had at least 10 children.  
Documentation suggests Conrad 
came to the United states before 
Andrew came over.  It is believed 
Conrad and his family booked 
passaged May 22, 1878 from 
Zhyomyr Russia (located in the 
Ukraine) on the ship Heboken to 
Hamburg Germany then on the 
Wieland from Hamburg to New 
 
 

Andrews brothers 
family: Conrad and 
Anna Maria (Kiehn) 
Heimbigner Family left 
to right front: Martha 
Katharina “Maggie” 
(Lesser), Katharina 
Margaretha (Schnell), 
Conrad, Anna 
Margaretha 
(Oestreich), Anna 
Maria (Meyer). Back 
row: Heinrich H., 
Jakob, Johann, Conrad 
Jr, Adam. 
 
York arriving May 
22, 1878.  Since 
Ellis Island was not 
open until 1892, 
they likely arrived 
through some New 
York port or other 
Eastern Seaboard 
port.  From New York Conrad and his family went to Hastings Nebraska (1878 to 1882) as did many German 
immigrants.  They left Hastings in 1882 for Washington State.  There is documentation that Conrad 
Heimbigner was one of the 12 scouts that traveled from Nebraska to Washington.  Because he and his family 
were in the scout group they are not documented in the wagon train lists, however they are recorded in the 
1885 census for Klickitat county so they must have arrived there before then. 
 Andrew Heimbigner had three wives, the first of which was Anna Marie Zeiler (Elizabeth) and they had 
Conrad C. and Henry who both came to America.  The other six children from their marriage died in Frank 
Russia at unknown dates. Anna Marie Zeiler also died in Frank Russia around 1888. His second wife was 
Anna Maria Gettman and together they had at least one child named Anna Maria Heimbigner born October 
6, 1875.  It is thought Andrew and Anna Maria Gettman divorced which is a possibility since he was 
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Lutheran.  Andrew married his third wife Maria 
Katharina Gettman (his second wife’s cousin) in 
1883 in Frank Russia and had at least nine children, 
five of which died in the flu epidemic of 1902 and 
were buried in Odessa, Washington.   
    
Maria Katharina Gettman Heimbigner (Andrew’s 3rd wife 
(1856-1928) 

 
Andrew Heimbigner (Dec 4, 1845-Sept 24,1911) 
was buried with his children: Kiete 1887-1902, 
Frederich 1895-1902, Martin 1898-1902, Daniel, 
and Andres 1898-1902) 
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It appears that Henry’s father  Andrew and his family traveled from Frank Russia up north to Saratov Russia 
then west over to Hamsburg Germany where they boarded the ship Lessing with a stop at Le Havre France 
before heading to the United States.  New York passenger lists indicate that Andrew Heimbigner arrived June 
1887 to New York.  With Andrew were his wife Marie (age 37) and his children Conrad C.(age 21 from 
Andrews first marriage), Henry (age 16 from Andrews first marriage), Amalie (Anna Maria age 9 from 
Andrew’s second marriage), Lisbeth (Elizabeth, age 4 from the third marriage), Honnes (‘Johannes’ or ‘John’ 
age 1 from the third marriage). The Lessing Ships list headings are by name, age, sex, occupation, country of 
citizenship, intended destination, location of origin, number of pieces of luggage and transient or intransient. 
 

Elizabeth Heimbigner on her wedding day to 
John Greenwalt about 1909.  

Elizabeth Heimbigner  
(Henry’s half-sister)  Left is Elizabeth Heimbigner, daughter 
     of Andrew and his 3rd wife Maria  
    Katharina Gettman.  Right is Anna  
    Maria Heimbigner, daughter of  Andrew 
     and his 2nd wife Anna Maria Gettman. 

 
Left: Mollie Heimbigner (one of Henry’s 

half-sisters) later married Henry Gettman. 

 
 

     Anna Margarethe Heimbigner (Henry’s half-sister) 
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Left: Anna M. Heimbigner 
(Henry’s sister) and Husband 
A Wolsborn, one of the sons 
is John Wolsborn. 
 
 
 

Right: Anna Margarethe 
Heimbigner (1875-1906) 

and Husband Conrad 
Wolsborn 

 
It is also thought that 

Henry landed on the East 
Coast and for some 
reason was turned away, 
so he came across on the 
Canadian side of the 
border.  It was common for passengers turned down at the 
United States border to go to Canada and enter North America 
there.  Another story has been told that Andrew’s two oldest 
boys were set out on their own by Andrew’s third wife.  The 
story goes that the family sausage recipe developed from Henry’s 

experience working in a slaughter house possibly in Winnipeg.  After about a year he finally came into the 
United States either in Nebraska or Detroit.  They came west settling in the Bickleton area and stayed for one 
harvest then moved to Walla Walla and later to Adams County.  While he was in Walla Walla he helped build 
The Baker Boyer Bank building.  It is unknown if Henry’s brother Conrad C. travelled west with Andrew and 
the family or with Henry.  Though most stories indicate they probably came west through Canada together. 

 
 

 
Below: Marie Katie Heimbigner 
(Conrad C’s wife and Henry’s 
sister-in-law) 

 
Left: Conrad C. Heimbigner (Henry’s brother) 
 

Above: Conrad C. and Katherine late 1950’s 
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Right side of photo is missing. Turn of the century Conrad C. Heimbigner house and farm southeast of Odessa, WA, located 
where Owen Heimbigner's family farms today (2011). The house no longer stands or the barns that were adjacent to the house 
(barns were on the right half that is missing). The people in the photo are from the left, one son standing next to his father, 
Conrad (seated), then another son, Conrad’s wife Katie (Schiffner) Heimbigner (seated) with a daughter and then two daughters 
(probably Lydia and Anne). David Heimbigner is standing next to his horse "Sir Frank." David is between 14 and 16 years of 
age in the photo.		
 

In 1891 when 
Henry was old 
enough to 
homestead, at 
the age of 21, 
he moved from 
the Odessa area 
to where the 
railroad was 
selling land for $4 an acre.  He settled on 160 acres of land 
about 12 miles North West of Ritzville in Packard.  He built a 
small house (dirt floor shack pictured on the left after it had 
been moved and below as it is now after repairs), now known 
as the homestead, to live in the first few years.  Henry 
struggled the first two years establishing the farm but the 
third year was a good one.  In those couple years he also 
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The back of the photo on the 
left said: The second person 
from the left is Katharina 
Margaretha Oestreich, which 
was Katharina Koch’s (Henry’s 
first wife) mother from Alt 
Messer Russia. 
 
built a new larger house. In 
his third year of farming, 
November 26, 1894 he 
married Katherine Koch 
(Born October 20, 1873) 
from Kolb Russia. 
Katherine Koch was the 
daughter of Franz Koch 
from Kolb Russia and 
Katharine Margaretha 
Oestreich from Alt Messer 
Russia who came to the US 
in 1887 possibly via New 

York.  She 
was one of a 
total of 12 
children, 8 of 
whom died 
early in life 
including a 
baby that 
died aboard 
ship. 
 
 
 
 
Katherine and Franz Koch (Henry’s in-laws) 

Dena Koch (Franz’s daughter), Franz Koch, Fanny (the child), 
Henry F. Koch (holding the child), Katherine Margaret 
(Oestreich) Koch, Leona Koch (Henry F’s daughter), Agnes Koch 
(Henry F’s wife), Florence (Henry F’s daughter), Nellie 
Heimbigner, 3 children below unknown. 
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Photo to the right: Katherine Koch’s  
sisters, Lydia (Kanzler) Koch (Mrs  
J.P.Koch) and Deena Koch  (Deena  
also went by Anna)  

Above: Unknown, possibly Deena 
Koch and child. 

 
 
Photo to the right: Katherine Koch and 
her siblings: Top:Henry Koch, Dena 
Koch; Bottom left: Thiel, Bottom  
 
 

 
 
Left: Anna (Koch) Thiel 
(Katherine Koch’s sister), Floyd 
Thiel (Hersh’s Godfather) and 
Katherine Koch (Henry’s first 
wife) 
 
 

Above: Deena Koch Erchinger 
 
 
Left: Unknown 
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Henry Heimbigner above about age 24, Katharine 
(Kate) Koch below about age 21 taken about the 
time of their marriage 

 Henry had no schooling during his 
childhood, there were no schoolhouses 
nearby and from an early age he had to help 
support the family.  Though he was not 

formally educated and could not read or write as a kid, he was still quite prosperous.  Henry received his US 
citizenship November 7, 1897 and Homesteaded in Ritzville June 1, 1898 near Packard Washington.  He 
earned his own land, built his own home and created a successful life for himself starting with almost nothing. 
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Known as the ‘Old 
Home Place’ near 
Packard on the original 
homestead land.  Built 
about the time Henry 
and Katharine were 
married.  It was 
painted white with 
green trim and shutters.  
This house replaced the 
old homestead shack 
with dirt floor that had 
been built at the time 
Henry first moved onto 
his homestead land.  
Emma (about 3 ½ 
years old), born 1897, 
is to Henry’s side, 
Lydia (about 4 ½ 
years old), born 1895, 
is to Katharine’s side, 
Herman (about 1 year 
old) was born 1899 is 
on Katharine’s lap.  
Edna was also born at this house in 1902.  The family moved sometime after 1902 to the present day farm.  This photo was 
probably taken about 1900. It is also thought Frank was born at this house August 14, 1903.  The family later traded 
properties so that all of Henry’s land would be adjoined, when this happened they moved from the above home to the home below.  
The house above no longer stands as it was torn down in the 1930’s. 
 

The farm back when there was still an orchard and large garden.  It is thought Nellie was born here January 25, 1906, Andrew 
on March 31, 1908, Hattie on August 23 1911, and Chris April 30, 1913. “The farm first got telephone service fairly early 
on, first through Packard Telephone Company, everyone had their own lines.  We also used an old crank telephone run by 
batteries as kids.  Later we hooked up in town in the 1920’s.  In 1948 the house got electricity and a flush toilet as well as a hot 
water tank, it was the first time the house had hot and cold running water.  On a clear day you can actually see Mount Rainier 
from one of the small hills on the farm, that is over 200 miles!” 
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Heimbigner family probably taken shortly before Katherine Koch passed away approximately 1915 (Henry’s first wife).   Top 
row: Herman, Lydia, Emma   Middle row: Nelly, Andrew, Edna (with bows), and Frank. Bottom row: Grandpa Henry, 
Hattie on his lap, Grandma Elizabeth, Chris on her lap. 
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Henry and Katherine (Koch) Heimbigner had 9 children (Lydia, Emma, Herman, Nellie, Frank, Edna, 
Andrew, Hattie, and Chris). Emma, Lydia, Herman and Edna were all born on the original homestead land.  
Edna had been born two months early and was kept in a shoebox by the wood burning stove to keep her 
alive.  The children went to school at the old Packard School House about a mile down the road from the 
original homestead. All of Henry’s children went to school there and even Herman’s son Herschel went there 
for the first and second grade. Packard School House was organized April 18, 1894 and consolidated with 
Ritzville School District September 18, 1929. 

Around 1902 to 1904 Henry traded or sold his land to Conrad Lesser and moved from the original 
homestead property to the farmhouse that is still in the family.  The trade was intended to allow for both 
parties to join up separate pieces of land they owned.  Henry took the dirt floor shack with him to the current 
farm property and it is still there today.  It has been on the Washington state Historical Records for 
over 30 years and is used regularly to smoke sausage made using the family recipe.  The home he built on the 
first piece of land was torn down at some point in the 1930’s.  The current farmhouse in use today is thought 
to have been built in 1902.  Edna remembered that the house had originally been in Cooley (low area) and 
that Henry moved it to the 
current property.  The 
farmhouse has been remodeled 
over the years and has been lived 
in by four generations so far 
(Henry, Herman, Hersh, and 
Ross).		

Due to his health and 
incredible success as a farmer 
Henry was able to retire and 
decided to and move the family 
to Ritzville in 1916.  He rented 
the land out for five years before 
Herman moved in and started 
farming in 1921.  Henry’s health 
problems are still under debate.  
Some speculate that Henry 
would use a lot of chewing 
tobacco because smoking was 
such a fire hazard in the fields.  
Supposedly he started feeling 
better when he moved to 
Ritzville and quit chewing.  
Kenny remembers that Henry 
once said his stomach didn’t 
produce enough acid and that 
Henry would take acid drops to 
help him with digestion.  Either 
way it did not stop him from 
living a long productive life.  
Unfortunately his wife, 
Katherine Koch, died in 1918 in 
Ritzville during a flu epidemic. 
Henry and several others in the 
family also got the flu but they all 
survived. 
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The Amend family joins the Heimbigner family: 
 

 
 
John Amend and Mary Wagner were both born in Walter, Russia.  They were married in Russia and 

probably lived with John’s family.  Many of the homes then were round and made of sod, they had living 
quarters in the center and private rooms around.  Women sometimes worked in the fields thrashing wheat 
along with the men.  If the wife was pregnant, she would work right up to the birth.  Mary and John did have 
a son while living in Russia.  He was born in the field in a hay wagon but died as a baby.  When John and 
Mary Amend came to America in about 1897 they had three daughters with them: Katie 3 years old, Lizzie 
two years old and Lena one year old.  The first relative known to have reached the US before them was Adam 
Weber in 1889.  It was common for relatives that already went to the US to write back to family and 
encourage them to come as well. 

The US would not let John Amend in until he had the cataracts in his eyes fixed (or conjunctivitis?).  John 
was 23 and Mary was 21.  They had crossed the ocean on a cattle boat and Mary could not speak English.  
The Amends eventually made their way to Walla Walla, where immigrants were working on the railroads.  
John and Mary later moved to Quincy in 1906 when John was 32 and Mary was 30.  The Weber family had 
told them of 30 bushels of wheat per acre and available land for homesteads.  In 1907 the stock market 
dropped and there were bank runs and failures in both the US and Germany among other parts of the world.  
At one time in Quincy the Amends lived in a two room house with nine daughters.  Pauline the youngest was 
born in 1911 and when she was nine months old the Amends moved to a larger house about five miles from 
Quincy.  That farm is still owned by a relative.  In 1917 John Amend passed away from cancer at the age of 
43.  Katie the oldest was about 26, and Pauline the youngest was about 6.  Mary remarried Henry Heimbigner 
in 1920 and moved the family to Ritzville with him and his nine children.  At one time there were 14 children 
at home.   
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Molly Amend wrote the following 
family history: 

John Amend and Anna Marie Wagner were raised 
in the Volga river region in Russia.  They met, 
married and settled on a small farm.  They raised 
wheat, cattle, pigs and chickens.  Each fall the Czar 
sent his men to the farm to take most of the wheat 
and the best cattle leaving very little for them to eat 
and very little grain left to plant for the next year.  
The young German couple became discouraged and 
started to migrate to America.  A German man of 
great wealth was building a railroad through Walla 
Walla, Washington.  He heard of their plight and 
promised them a job on the railroad but they were to 
give a percentage of their wages for another German 
couple to come to America.  John and Chris Amend 
with their families left by freighter in the year 1901.  
Leaving behind their father, step-mother, sister 
Catherine, and two brothers Jake and Henry.  They 
had to take care of a shipment of horses as part of 
the fare.  It was a long hard voyage.  When they 
reached New York John had pink eye and couldn’t 
leave the ship.  He had to go to Canada there and he 
received medical treatment.  From Canada he and 
Mary, Katie, Lizzie and Lena left by train to Walla 
Walla.  John and Chris Amend worked in Walla 
Walla for some years and Mary took in wash.  Lottie 
and Katherine were born in Walla Walla as well as 
one son.  The son died as an infant of pneumonia.  
In early 1906 John and Mary decided to try their luck at homesteading in 
Quincy Washington.  They left so early that they were caught in a terrific 
blizzard with their teams and wagons loaded with all of their belongings.  
The pigs and chickens were in crates in the wagons and the extra horses and 
cows were trailing behind.  The storm frightened the extra horses and they 
broke away and headed back to Walla Walla.  The families stopped at a 
farm, the farmer saddled his ponies, and the men headed for Walla Walla.  
The horses were only a few miles from reaching Walla Walla.  This whole 
process delayed the trip for several days.  Mrs. Chris Amend and their family 

Katie, Lizzie, Lena and the 
two babies Lottie and 
Katherine were in the 
train.  With no one to 
meet them and no money 
they sat in the hotel lobby 
all night.  She couldn’t 
speak English so she couldn’t explain her situation to 
anyone.  The two families homesteaded ten miles south of 
Quincy Washington now known as the George area.  In 
order to file a Homestead Agreement one must be 21 years 
old, head of the household, American  
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Grandpa Johannes Amend (December 28, 1821 to 1917), Mary’s first husband and their children: Katie, Lena, Lizzie, 
Lottie, Catherine, Mary Amend. 
citizen or filed intentions.  The claim was 160 acres of land.  A home had to be established within six months.  
The second year ten acres had to be in crop and each year afterward an additional 20 acres must be under 
cultivation.  A homestead claim would cost $10.00 to file.  Lumber was scarce and hard to get so they stayed 
with a cousin Conward Weber until they built a two room cabin.  
They also built a small barn and a pig pen.  A fence had to be put 
up immediately, there were a lot of wild horses and coyotes.  The 
acreage was covered with wild grassland sage brush which were 
stacked and used for fire wood.  By the time the land was cleared 
and ready for planting they realized the hardship they must face.  
The soil was all sand and the sun and wind left little of the planted 
crop.  Water from a neighbors well was hauled in barrels, nothing 
was wasted.  A one room school was built in the neighborhood 
called the Hodgen School.  Thirteen children attended, the 
majority of which were Amends: Chris Amends children and 
Katie, Lizzie, Lena, Lottie and Katherine.  Mary was born at the 
Conward Weber farm and Molly, Martha and Pauline were each 
born at the cabin.  The family started looking for better land.  In 
1912 they bought a farm 5 miles southwest of Quincy.  The farm 
had 160 acres of good soil.  It had a two story home with 2 
bedrooms, a living room and a large kitchen.  It also had a two 
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room summer cabin.  There we cooked for harvesters and in the winter we washed and dried clothes.  We 
rented another 160 acres joining the farm and we had a good deep well with plenty of water.  We raised 
wheat, some horses, cows, pigs and chickens.  Mother made butter which was traded for groceries at the store.  
In 1915 John built a big red barn.  The next year they bout a model T four-door Ford.  The wheat crops were 
good and the price was high because of World War I.  Each fall they went by train to Wenatchee to buy 
clothes for 9 girls, each a pair of shoes for the year and material for dresses bought by the bolt.  Katie did the 
sewing and helped with the cooking.  Lizzie and Lena worked in the field with their dad while Lottie and 
Katherine did the milking.  There was no age limit, everyone had a part doing the chores and helping with the 
housework.  John bought a beautiful pony for the girls to ride and to take the horses back and forth from a 
rented pasture two miles southeast of the farm.  The pony was the pride and joy of the farm.  John Amend 
started not feeling well so he had the 160 acres plowed by caterpillar, the first of its kid owned by John and 
Bulcer Schorzman.  John Schorzman and Katie married Halloween night the year of 1916 and it was a 
fantastic celebration.  John and Mary Amend decided in the spring to go see a Doctor in Walla Walla but were 
sent to Deaconess Hospital in Spokane.  John Amend was operated on and sent home with two months to 
live with a  diagnosis of stomach cancer.  He lived two months and two days.  The family moved out of the 
kitchen and into the wash house.  The kitchen was made into a bedroom for John.  The living room was 
turned into a prayer room.  The Lutheran Pastor Reverend Reiman, church members and neighbors gathered 
once or twice a week for prayer.  John asked his children not to pay for God to heal him but to take him to 
heaven.  John had tender loving care from everyone.  On April 17, 1917 early in the morning he said to Mary 
“the girls are singing”, and Mary said “ no they are all in bed”.  He said “ It’s the angels singing, wake up the 
children”.  The family gathered around his bed until he passed away.  John Schorzman picked up the casket 
which had been ordered and stored at the freight depot.  Chris Amend, John Schorzman  
First row: Lottie, Lizzy, Ed Schempp, John & Katie Schorzman. Second row: Mary, Pauline, Grandma Amend, Lena, 
Martha, Mollie. 1917 
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and Mary dressed the body and placed it in the casket which was placed in the living room.  The children 
would often kiss him and comb his hair.  The day of the service prayer was held at the home.  Then the casket 
was placed in a buckboard wagon and drawn by the finest team of horses to the Lutheran Church where 
services were held.  The message was Hebrews 13:14 and Deuteronomy 32:39.  The burial was at Quincy 
cemetery.  As you enter the cemetery turn to the right, in the front row there is a beautiful marker with the 
name John Amend.  After his death the farm was too great a task for Mary to manage so the next year an 
auction was held selling some of the horses, cows and machinery.  Lizzie married Ed in June 1917 and they 
rented the farm and later bought the farm.  The farm today is owned by 2 grandsons Loraine and Glen 
Schempp.  The family moved to Quincy and bought a home.  After 2 years Lena married Chris Handel.  That 
left Lottie, Katherine, Mary, Molly, Martha and Pauline.  April 14, 1920 Mary married Henry Heimbigner.  He 
was a retired wheat farmer of Ritzville.  Three girls stayed in Quincy.  Molly, Martha and Pauline left by train 
to Odessa.  
Mary and 
Henry got their 
marriage 
license in 
Ephrata and 
joined the 
family to 
continue the 
train trip to 
Odessa.  After 
the wedding at 
11pm they 
rode a new red 
four-door 
Buick to 
Ritzville.  The 
next morning 
the girls met 
their new 
family Edna, 
Nellie, Andy, 
Hattie and 
Chris.  There 
were nine 
children in the 
Heimbigner family but four were not living at home.  Edna went to work, 
that left four of them and sometime three or four of us.  Mary Amend and 
Henry Heimbigner were married for 33 years. ~Molly Amend 
 Henry married his second wife Mary Wagner Amend on April 14, 1920. 
Mary had come to Ritzville to visit.  She was introduced to Henry by George 
Schloessler.  They were married two weeks later.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Chris Heimbigner, MaryLou Ratse 
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Chris and Hattie 

Emma (seated) and Lydia Heimbigner 

←Hermans sister Edna and her  
husband Mac 

↑Mary Amend-Heimbigner 
and Lena 

 
↑Lydia and Emma 
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Lydia Heimbigner married 
Harvey Weber. 

 
 

 
	

Wilma and Andy Heimbigner 
	

    Andrew Heimbigner’s Graduation 
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Herman Heimbigner’s draft 
card for WWI. Herman was 
drafted  into the Cheney 
Normal School and did not 
graduate from high school but 
got an equivalent certification.  
He graduated shortly after 
WWI ended so he did not 
have to serve abroad. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Herman 1918     Lottie 1921 

 
Henry married Mary not long after 

Herman took over the farm in 1921.  
Within a year Herman and her daughter 
Charlotte “Lottie” married in Ritzville on 
June 1, 1921.  Though they were related by 
the marriage of their parents they were     

  Lottie, Betty and Hersh 
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not related by 
blood and had 
not lived in the 
same home.  
Herman and 
Lottie had five 

children: 
Herschel, Betty, 

Kenneth, 
Barbara and 
Arnold “Fritz”.   

Above: Right to left: Cousin Virginia 
Weber,Hersh, Barb, cousin Al Reihn and his 
brother,Hersch’s dog and two others.Below: Hersch
       

 Herman and Lottie’s Wedding Day  
Fritz and Barbara↓ 
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Left to Right: Bill 
Jobb’s sister, then 
Lottie, Hattie, 
unknown in front with 
Bill Jobb in back, 
Herman with Hersh, 
Betty and Kenny on the 
horse. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
   

  
 Second grade county school, Hersh, Betty, Margaret,  

 Laurin were all Heimbigners in Miss Lufkin’s class. 
The first car showed up on the 

farm when Hersh was about age 5 
and it was only used for going to 
town shopping or to church.  
Before that they travelled only by 
foot, horseback, buggy, wagon or 
sled. 

Hersh remembers growing up 
that his mother Lottie was very 
caring all the time.  He 
remembers Herman being pretty 
strict and growing up there were a 
few arguments in the home but 
they all got along.  Herman and 
Lottie had a good life together 
and a good retirement.  They did 

a lot of traveling in the northwest and down into California and Utah.  After they retired and moved to town 
once a week they would go fishing.            Hersh’s first grade art.↓ 
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Kenny and Hersh milking cows 
Hersh and Kenny spent a lot of time together growing up.  Kenny and 

Hersh used to get on the saddle horse and ride over to their cousin’s place 
the Kiesz’s.  ‘I’ll never forget one time. You know the old sprockets off of 
combines where the chains go on, they used to get real sharp when they 
wore out.  Well, we had some that were double sprockets and we used those as 

toy tractors when we were little 
kids and roll them back and forth.  
Kenny rolled one and our cousin 
was going to roll one too but he 
didn’t get his going and got his 
little finger caught in between two 
of those sharp sprockets and it 
looked like it chopped it clear off 
but it didn’t, just to the bone.  He 
ended up screaming and running in 
the house and my Aunt put it in 
water and wrapped it up and she 
came out and said you guys had better go home for cutting his 
finger almost off and she called my mom and told her what 
happened.  So we got back on the saddle horse and high tailed 
it home.  His little finger sure did bleed like crazy!’ 

 
    Dorothy Schorzmann, Kenny, Betty, Lela Schorzmann, Hersh at Lake 
Chelan      
 
  

Hersh and his second dog. Betty in the background on the 
deck.  The farmhouse had a porch back then. 
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Third grade Lincoln Elementary 
School.  Top row second in from 
the right is Mary Jean Scheply.  
She sat right in front of me in 
class.  One day she really had to go 
to the bathroom and the teacher 
wouldn’t let her…’I got wet feet 
that day!’  Hersh is the second row 
from bottom, second boy from left. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

8th grade 
promotion into 
High School. 

 
 

Freshman Class 1937 
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Some of Hersh’s 
watercolor art in 
high school, it 
was one of his 
favorite subjects. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Turkham 

Junior 
High 

School 
Ritzville 

1937 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hersh 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kenny 
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1938 football, Hersh is second from the left. 
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Hersh’s junior livestock Reserve 
Grand Champion Black Angus 

1939 
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Mr. Webb the FFA/Ag teacher took us to Twin Lakes fishing.  
Hersh is the one who took this picture.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The old ferry’s where we hooked to a cable and the current pushed 
us across. 

In 1940 Herschel graduated from Ritzville High 
School in a class of 59 students.  There were four 
Heimbigners in his class.  Marty Heimbigners father 
was from Herman’s brother’s branch of the family.  
Margaret Heimbigner’s great grandfather and Hersh’s 
great grandfather were brothers. Margaret lived in a 
house neighboring the farm.  Betty Heimbigner was 
Hersh’s younger sister; they had been in the same 
grade since the sixth grade when Betty was moved up 
a year. 
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After High School I went to 
school at Cheney for a bit.  In 
school in Cheney I turned out 
for football but didn’t play.  I 
did play on the junior varsity 
team though.   I studied a night 
class in welding for certification 
that would qualify me to work 
at Fort Douglas in Utah.  All 
over the Northwest there were 
these classes.  For our final I 
had to weld 3 different types of 
metal together and all were ½ 
inch thick, then they took it 
cold and bent it back and forth 
and back again and it had to 
have no cracks and all be in one 
piece.  I did pass the class and 
sent my resume off to Fort Douglas and I 
was requested to go down there but my 
draft notice arrived in the mail the same 
day.   

I worked at the greenhouse at Eastern 
too.  I was at Eastern for 2 quarters.  I had 
already had a draft notice by the end of 
the second quarter but my dad and uncle 
needed help on the farm so they got me 
deferred for a year.  By then Kenny was 
old enough to help.  I always wondered 
how I passed the tests to qualify for the 
draft.  I don’t know how I passed the tests 
because I’ve always had a mild arrhythmia 

and a low pulse of around 52.  I knew that because in high school the science 
teacher had us all take our pulse and tell the class, when it got to me I said 52 
but all the other kids were in the 60’s to 70’s so at the end the teacher asked 
me to take mine again and it was 52, so she took it and sure enough it was 52.  
Nobody in the military seemed to ever be bothered by it though. 
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Dad’s first truck, a 1938 
International that was traded 
in for the red one out at the 
farm now. All of the guys 
standing in front of the 
truck. 

 
Hersh first learned to 

drive around the age of 
12.  The first time he 
drove to town he was 
14, the farm needed 
some parts so he drove 
the Model T to pick 
them up and bring them 
back.  He did not receive 
his driver’s license until 
he was 16.  Later he 
taught Rod to drive for 
the first time around the age of 12 as well.  The first car he taught Rod to drive in was the Model A. 

Fritz and Rod were a lot alike when they were young, they both had wanted to do what everybody else was 
doing, they didn’t like being the youngest kids and both hated being told no.  Fritz and John Miller were best 
of buddies.  Their class were just like Rods class too, no matter who got into trouble you never knew who did 
it and nobody ever squealed on where it came from or who done it.  They stuck together.  Fritz and Johnny 
were in school together and if one could not think of something the other one did.  Fritz and John once went 
out and got a Model T in the high school, rumors said they even got it on the roof.  It did not have a cab on 
it, it had a board across the gas tank that you sat on and no back seat and no body.  Herman said when he saw 
it ‘You aren’t gonna leave that darn thing around here are you?’ Fritz said no, 
they hadn’t planned on it really.  John’s house was about 3 miles west of our 
house and John’s dad said, ‘Where are you going to park that thing?...Not on 
this place!’  John said well, we’ll park it up in the fields and that’s what they did, 
John walked about a half mile to get to it and then he would come over and get 
Fritz and they would go to town and park it at the edge of town and walk to 
school.  I think it was one Halloween that it had actually ended up in the school 
building.  The big double doors had center posts that would come out and it 

was a big hole.  I know there was a cow in 
the school once and that cow got upstairs 
and I guess it was really a mess, but the city 
kids were the ones that did that.  Well, and 
Rod rode his motorcycle through the 
school once too.     Fritz 

 
 

Fritz and 
Barbara as 
kids. 
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After 
Left to right: Hersh and Lorene, Lottie, 
Chris Handel, Lena Handel, Ralph 
Handel, Wallace Handel and wife 
unknown.  These are the aunts and uncles 
and cousins. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Grandma Amends brother & family that moved to Walla Walla 
 

     
Kenny                                                                                Betty 
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Heimbigner family: 
1945 (the day of 
Henry and Mary’s 
25th wedding ann. 
married April 14, 
1920. Top row: 
Chris, Andy, 
Frank, Herman. 
Middle row: 
Hattie, Nellie, 
Edna. Bottom row: 
Lydia, Henry, 
Mary, Emma 

 
 
 
 

Chris, Andy, Henry, Frank, Herman 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Top: Hersh, 
Betty, Kenny 
Bottom: Barb, 
Herman, Lottie, 
Fritz 1939-
1940 
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Brothers and wives:  Conrad C 
Heimbigner & wife Katharine. Henry 
Heimbigner & wife Mary ~1940’s 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Betty       Hersh 
 

   Hersh’s first girlfriend was Carol, she was a 
   junior and he was a senior the summer of 1940, 
   it didn’t make it through the summer though.  

 
Robert Telecky and Betty married 
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Four generations of 
Heimbigners: Henry, 
Herman, Hersh and Greg. 
Taken around 1949. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Left: Chris and Flora’s 
wedding day 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  

Henry, Andy and Craig (child) 
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Henry and Conrad taken during a visit 
to Emma’s in Spokane 

 

Conrad Heimbigner & Kate, Bill, Marie, Sam, 
Rachel, Paul. 

 
 
 

 
Conrad & Katie and Henry & Mary 1942 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Left to Right Nyla T., Greg 
H., Sandy H. 
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Corporal Richard 
Heimbigner was in the 
31st infantry Regiment, 
7th Infantry Division.  
He was seriously 
wounded in Korea 
October 15, 1952 at 
the battle of Triangle 
Hill and died of his 
wounds later that day.  
He was awarded the 
Purple Heart 
posthumously. He 
also was awarded the 
Combat Infantryman’s 
Badge, the Korean Service Medal, the United Nations 
Service Medal, The National Defense Service Medal and 
the Korean War Service Medal. 

          1951 

1952: Rich and friends in Japan 
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For the holidays 
Veterans days and 
Armistice Day were both 
days we regularly observed, 
especially with my 
involvement with the 
American Legion.  For 
Christmas we always went 
to church on Christmas 
Eve and then came home 
and opened presents then. 

 
 

 
The house Henry retired to in 

town on the fall of 1916 on 6th 
and Adams, Ritzville. 

 

(1962-1963) 
Left to Right 
front row: 
Deborah, Neil 
Teleckey, 
Charlotte 
(Amend), 
Bruce, 
Herschel, 
Lorene (Deife), 
Rodney, 
Yvonne, Renee, 
Charlotte 
Niendam, 
Mark 
Niendam.  
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Henry and Mary 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Lizzy and Ed Schempp 50th anniversary 1966 
(Lottie’s sister) 

Martha (Lottie’s sister) and Husband Gene and sons 
Katherine & 2nd husband  Dick and Jack     
   Gottleib   

      
          Herman and Barbara’s son Mark fishing 

  
         Herman & Lottie 
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The Amend sisters: Pauline, Martha, Molly, Mary, Katherine, Lottie, Lena, Lizzy. Katie the oldest had passed away before the 
time of this picture. 
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Herman and Lottie’s 50th wedding anniversary 

 
Top left Lorene, Mary 
Keller, Lizzy Schempp, 
Grandpa Henry, 
unknown, Greg. Top 
right: Laurence Thiel, 
Marlene, Pauline 
Laman, Greg, Hersh.  
Second row left: Mary 
Keller, Lizzy Schempp, 
Henry H., Second row 
right: George, Molly 
Sherrer, Other , Lottie. 

 
 

Lottie and Ross on his wedding day 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
←Herman’s sister Lydia and her husband Harvey 
Weber 
       Fritz & Trudy 

Just for fun.→ 
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Back left to right: Kandice, Ross, Lorene, Hersh Greg, Jill. Middle Bruce Laurie, Rod, Front: Jim, Bob, Kathy. 
 

 
 Hersh & 
Lorene, Ross, 
Kandy, Jack, 
Kyle, Rod and 
Kathy, Bruce, 
Jim Laurie, 
Charlie, Dan, 
and Greg. 

 
                                                     

    
      

   
Lottie, Mary & Pauline 

            
   
 
 

 
Family picnic 
in Ritzville 
park June 12, 
1977   
 
 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Greg, Rod, Bruce, Ross at 100 year family reunion in 2003. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Aunt Edna was the oldest family member at the time 
and she made it to the reunion, she was 101 years old. 
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THE HENRY HEIMBIGNER FARM 
 

Volga Germans, often referred to as German Russians settled in the 
Inland Pacific Northwest starting around 1883.  In 1881 the Northern 
Pacific Railroad arrived giving Ritzville the transportation it needed to get its 
grain to market.  There are reports of the first group being more than 100 
people in 32 wagons coming west from Nebraska to settle in the Ritzville 
area in 1883.  When they arrived the native vegetation was a mix of 
sagebrush and bunchgrass.  It took several years to prepare a homestead for 
cultivation.  The sagebrush could be so large it was often burned as fuel or 
used to smoke meats.  Water supply was also a huge challenge and often 
water had to be hauled from hand-dug wells or springs.  The majority of the water in the area is beyond reach 
from a hand-dug well and was not accessible until power drills became available and could dig through basalt 
50 meters deep or more.  Current wells are drilled even deeper now.  Once the ground was cleared for 
farming the first crops were often damaged or destroyed by rodents such as squirrels until natural and man-
made controls evolved.  Such was the case with Henry’s homestead; he lost crops the first two years to 

squirrels.  Much of the farming 
was extremely labor intensive, 
and equipment was scarce.  It 
was not until the arrival of the 
railroad in the early 1900’s that 
plows, threshers, steam engines, 
rod-weeders, drills and other 
equipment became available to 
farmers in the Pacific 
Northwest.  Henry was one of 
the later persons to acquire land 
by homesteading.  By 1908 land 
could only be purchased, leased, 
or inherited.  According to the 
Ritzville Chamber there was a 
time early in the 1900’s that 
Ritzville was the largest inland 
exporter of wheat in the world. 

 

Paha 1910 
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Ritzville 1910 

It was a time of prosperity and many 
fine homes were built in the area.  The 
formerly busy streets are still lined with 
beautiful historic homes and bold brick 
commercial buildings.  In the year 1900 
when Henry Heimbigner moved to 
Ritzville the census registered 761 
residents.  By 1910 that number had 
doubled to 1859 residents and has 
remained within several hundred people 
until now.  When Henry was old enough 
to homestead at the age of 21 he moved 
from the Odessa area in 1891 to where 
the railroad was selling land for $4 an 
acre. He settled on 160 acres of land 
about 12 miles northwest of Ritzville in 
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the Packard area. With the help of Jacob Bastron they broke out the first 30 acres with an old “foot-burner” 
plow and a team of horses.  He then went to Walla Walla to work one harvest to make enough money to 
come back to his farm and plant his first crop.  After his first two crops were sown they were almost entirely 
eaten by squirrels before the grain could be harvested. Yields averaged between three and five bushels per acre 
and for most of his farming career he was usually pretty happy with about 5 bushels an acre.  Henry recalled 
once that the squirrels were so numerous that they would run underfoot as settlers walked in their fields 
preparing soil for more crops.   
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Though the first two crops had been 
destroyed he and Bastron still pulled the 
plants from the ground to feed the 
animals the stems and roots over the 
winter.  In the third year Henry married 
Katherine Koch.  By his fourth year 
farming Henry finally had a good year 
with 30 bushel an acre yields of 
bluestem wheat bringing in 70 cents a 
bushel in 1894.  He was able to pay his 
debts and buy three horses, a gang plow 
and a wagon.  From then on he farmed 
independently.  Henry always saved so 

he could build the farm, continuing to expand until he had built up to two sections and 80 acres.  Over time 
farming transitioned from mowing and raking the wheat before threshing to shocking the stacks and then 
putting them directly in the thresher.  They mostly grew wheat, oats, barley, and hay for the cows on the farm. 

When it came time 
to plow the fields the 
common equipment 
used was a moldboard 
plow, pulled by 30 or 
more horses or mules.  
Weeds were controlled 
using a nonrotating 
rod-weeder that had 
two rods spaced apart.  
The driver would walk 
forward on the plank 
and tilt the front rod 
down in underneath the 
soil.  As the front rod 
became clogged with 
weeds the driver would  
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Uncle Harvey Weber (Lydia’s 
husband) on Frank H’s Farm on a 
harrow cart 

 
step back to put down the 
back rod and raise the front 
rod to clear it.  The process 
was greatly improved when the 
rotating rod-weeder was 
invented, decreasing the 
clogging problem.   

To plant the fields a hoe 
grain drill dropped seeds 
through rotating flutes into the 
seed box down tubes behind 
the openers to the soil surface.  
Chains dragged behind pulled 
dirt to cover the seed back up 
with soil. 

Before the combine the 
process for harvest often 
required up to 30 men.   The 
wheat was cut with an up to 6 
meter wide header pushed 
from behind by at least six 
horses or mules and loaded 
into a header wagon to be 
transported to a threshing site.  
At the threshing site the wheat 
was hand fed into the thresher 
to separate out the grain which 
was fed into sacks.  The 
threshers were often owned by 
one family or business and 
moved to each farm for use, it 
was too expensive for 
individual farmers to afford.  
Threshers were often belt 
powered by steam engines that 
burned wheat straw for fuel. 

Once the wheat was sacked 
of the thresher each sack was 
hand sewn closed at the same 
pace as the thresher was 
pouring out wheat so it had to 
be done quickly.  The average 
weight of a sack was about 120 
pounds, having to be stacked, 
loaded, unloaded and restacked 
in town again ready for export. 
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Herman Heimbigner in 1921 when 
he started farming in Ritzville.  Left 
to right mules were named Babe, 
Julie, Ann, Dove, Effie, Mick, 
Rusty and Pete. 
 
At around 40 sacks per load it 
took months to get all of the 
harvested grain transported 
into town for some farmers 
that lived far from town.  
Eventually a ground-driven, 
horse-drawn combine replaced 
the stationary thresher, often 
with around 6 meter headers 
they required up to six men to 

operate and up to 34 horses or mules to pull.    Gasoline engines did not replace the ground-drive combine 
until almost 1920, but with the Great Depression, WWI and WWII, many farms did not immediately convert 
over. Wheat yields prior to World War II were traditionally 18 to 22 bushels to the acre, pressing upward to 30 
to 35 post war, then averaging 40 to 45 bushels in the sixties and seventies.  By 1990 it was not uncommon to 
have 60 to 65 bushel yields and even an occasional 80. Fertilizer and weed spray were widely used in the  

 
The Heimbigner 
combine, courtesy of 
Sam Walter and 
Henry Walter, the 
Hanna ILS 
Brothers. The 
Heimbigner combine 
was run with 18 
head of mules.  
Johnny Wolsborn is 
driving in front. 
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←Walters 
 

Northwest after WWII 
including the Heimbigner 
farm.  Hersh remembers 
growing up it was a full time 
job to just keep the weeds 
down.  One summer, a 
week after school got out, I 
started weeding with the 
rod-weeder with 5 mules 
and I weeded every day of 
the week until school 
started back up.  I got a 12 
foot weeder all the way 
around then I would start 
back over again.  Without 
any spray they just came 
right back like a new crop.  
I weeded 440 acres which is 
a lot easier to do now.  I 
would get my mules ready 
and do chores and get out 
in the field, make a few 
rounds then come back to 
water and feed them and go 
back out there to do a few 
more rounds and come 
back to do more chores and 
do it all again the next day 
constantly moving back and 
forth. 

↑Vic Schoessler, Sam Walter, Henry Walter with Holt Combine 
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Around 1938-1939 
In 1921 Henry’s son Herman took over the farming. Henry 
always liked to work on the farm, for a long time he still 
worked even though he had retired to town.  He always 
worked hard and he always said you got to buy more land to 
improve. Herman farmed with mules until 1939 when he 
purchased his first tractor.  Harvesting was done with a pull 
machine and later Herman purchased the first 1951 Harris 
88 self-propelled combine sold in Ritzville from Frank 
Averill.  Herman and Charlotte farmed for 42 years before retiring in Ritzville.  The farm had some tough 
times during that period.  Herman farmed through the Great Depression and the drought that affected the 
rest of the country affected the Heimbigner farm just as hard.    
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Herschel remembers how everyone in the family contributed to keep food on the table. They truly lived 
off the land.  They had a large garden with vegetables, potatoes, watermelons and more.  It was a daily chore 
that took a lot of time to fill barrels with water from the windmill and tow it using a stoneboat; which was a 
wooden sled about 4’ by 6’ long pulled by mules intended to move stones out of the fields.  They would tow 
the barrel to the garden and use buckets to carry water to each row along the garden.  Any garden produce left 

over Lottie canned and stored for winter.  They 
always kept unripe watermelons in barrels and 
ate sour watermelons rind and all once they 
softened.  Herschel really liked them.  Herman 
would work in Wenatchee too in the early 30’s 
to earn money for food and make ends meet.  
They had cows for milk and pigs for meat.   

 
←Walters running 16 mules 
Lottie would take homemade butter and eggs to 
town to trade for the groceries they could not 
produce on the farm.  During the drought of 
the Depression Herman only got 5 to 6 bushels 

per acre which was not enough to pay, only just enough for seed. When things got better Hersh remembers 
‘we used to take off right after harvest when I was a kid growing up and go down to Dryden to visit Mom’s 
sisters. We would go apple and pear picking and huckleberry picking.   We went mostly to get out of the dirt 
and dust for a while.  I used to get hay fever so bad they would send me on a train from Odessa down to 
Dryden.  I used to get so bad I had to sit up in order to breath while sleeping.’ 
↓Coulee Dam still being built March 1941 

When the dams went in there was going to be the east high canal and the east 
canal but that never happened.  If the east high canal had happened our farm 
would have had irrigation.  Now if it were to happen the water would come in a 
big pipe but it may never happen.  After harvest every year we used to go to where 
Coulee Dam was built before, during, and after.   I watched the way they built 
the dam through the whole process.  But everybody was pretty happy about it 
coming because Moses Lake and Quincy farming didn’t have enough moisture 
but now with all the more water down there it draws more water so the rainfall is 
almost as high there as it is here. 

When Hersh and Lorene started farming they moved to the farm with only two thousand dollars in their 
pocket.  To help make ends they took part-time jobs; at first Hersh went to go work at the post office and 
Lorene worked at the school in the lunchroom.  Lorene liked working there because she would be done in 
time to be home with the boys.  Within a year she was asked to work full time for the school and did that for 
a couple years.  Within a couple years Hersh and Lorene bought 640 acres of the neighbors land almost 
doubling the acreage of the farm.  It was a lot of land for Hersh and was a lot of work but with the more 
modern farming equipment it was possible.   
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WM Danekas threshing crew noon hour Aug 6, 1919 (Herman is on the far left of the picture.) 

 
Left to right: Elmer, Herman, John Gettman (John Heim?), Johnny Wolsborn (son of the daughter of Andrews second 
marriage), Kenny 
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←Herman Heimbigner 
and Henry Walter 
1938 
 
Hersh eventually 
bought out Lottie’s 
land because it had 
the farm buildings 
on it so she got her 
money out and the 
farm was 
consolidated better.  
Then Lorene and 
Hersh bought ¾ of 
the neighbors land 
The attorney said 
they were crazy for 
buying so much 
land.   

Henry Walter leveling an old 
mule corral 1938→ 
 

They had to make a 
payment that year and do 4 
crops, but they did it.  They 
were paying $30,000 a year 
in interest because we were 
paying federal land back and 
we were paying $25,000 a  
year in income tax and still  
 

1938-ish Herman 
using a tumblebug 
to level the corrals 
after he got the 
tractor.   
 
 
paid the land off, 
it was hard but 
they did it.  
When Lottie 
passed away she 
still had land in 
her name and it 
was divided 5 
ways, so we each 
had 33 acres of 
land and so to 
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Herman on grater, Henry 
Walter on tractor 1942 
(Tractor TD35 purchased 
in 1938) 
 
make things easier to 
figure and keep the 
warehouse and farm 
service happier Ross 
and I started buying out 
the other sections.  We 
bought it all out and I 
ended up with the farm 
buildings so I traded the 
land with the farm 
buildings to him and I 
got a piece next to the  

 
Herman plowing his first year at the 
farm. 
 
rest of my pieces of land.  I 
didn’t charge him for the 
buildings.  People thought that 
was strange but I didn’t see why 
I should, he still had to pay for 
the upkeep of those buildings 
and that isn’t cheap!  Ross has 
taken good care of the farm 
though and it continues to grow. 

Kenny leaning on the truck. Grandpa Herman in the combine seat, Frank Averril standing 1952.  
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DEIFE FAMILY STORY 
 

The family surname, Deife, was originally spelled Teufel in Germany.  The Teufel family originated in the 
Baden-Württemberg region of Germany, migrating to near Odessa, Russia on the Black Sea in 1817 with the 
second wave of German setters to move to Russia (following the Volga German migration in  the 1760's).  
The name changed to Deiffel when  the family settled in the village of Peterstal, which is in the district of 
Odessa / Liebental.  At some point during their 87 years in South Russia, the spelling of the surname was 
altered slightly, dropping one of the two "f's". 

Though I haven’t figured out how far back Lorene’s paternal side the Deifel’s went in Russia, Lorene’s 
great-grandmother Barbara Kaphenstein was the first generation to be born in Russia, as her parents were 

originally from Germany.  

Gottfried Hämmerling 18xx-1921 tombstone 
located in Alt Elft Russia photographed by Barry and 
Twila Heimbigner May 2006. 
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 On Lorene’s maternal side her mother was Louisa Hemmerling 
born to Gottlieb Hemmerling and Louise Jeske in Odessa Russia.  
Gottleib Hemmerling’s parents Jacob Gottlieb and Maria D were 
from Bessarabia, Russia. It is possible the last name was spelled 
Hämmerling in that generation.  Jacob Gottlieb Hämmerling’s 
father Andreas Haemmerling was from Poland while his mother 
was from Prussia.  Jacob Gottlieb’s mother was Maria D Rr born to 
Peter Georg Rr of Württemberg Germany and Dorothea Rast of 
Grob, Prussia.  Louise Jeske was born in Odessa Russia and had 
German and Polish heritage. 
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Lorene’s maternal grandparents Wilhelm and Katherine Deifel, together with their 8 children, departed 
Peterstal (or Wilhelstall) in late spring 1904, sailing from Bremen on May 3rd, and arriving in the United States 
on May 11th, 1904, in the city of New York via the ship Kaiser Wilhelm II.  The Kaiser Wilhelm II was in 
service between 1903 and 1917 and at the time it was the largest express liner in the world.  It won the trans-
Atlantic speed record in 1903 with her best day’s run being 564 nautical miles.  It would carry 775 first class 
passengers, 343 second class and 770 third class passengers.  They came over second class which was pretty 
good compared to most settlers.  They also had the means to buy land and a team of horses their first year in 
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have been done in Lincoln or Adams county.  This change was almost certainly driven by the similarity in 
sound (in German) of the pronunciation of the surname, Deifel, and the sound in German of Teufel (or 
devil). It is thought that the local minister actually requested that the family change their last name so that it 
would not sound so similar to the German word for devil.  Nobody wanted to be saying the devils had come 
to town let alone that the devils were attending their church, even if it was only in similarity of name. 

Lorene’s maternal grandparents Gottlieb & Louisa (Jeske) Hemmerling. 
Photo taken in Krupp Washington in early 1900 

 
Wilhelm and his wife Katharina brought with them eight 
children: Wilhelm (Bill), Friedrich (Fred), Wilhelmina (Minnie), 
Magialena (Margaret), Samuel (Sam), Luisa (Lucy), Johann (John), 
and Martha. 
Wilhelm and Katherina established their homestead by 1909 and 
raised their family in Odessa.  When Bill (their youngest child 
also known as Wilhelm or William) was old enough he married.  
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Front Row: Bill, Fred, Margaret, Minnie. Standing: Louisa (Lucy), William, John, Katherine, Sam and Martha.   
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Louisa Hemmerlings brother 
Gottleib and his wife Martha 
Feachner Married in 1908.  

 
Louisa Age 18 

Louise’s younger sister Lydia  
(Hemmerling) Frieske (1898-

1978) 
 
 
 

Front is 
Louisa Jeske Hemmerling, back is Mary Hemmerling 
Ramm, her son Harold R Ramm holding Infant Marilyn 
Louise Ramm. 
 

 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WM Deife, Gottleib Ramm, Mary Hemmerling Ramm, Loise Hermmerling 
Deife. October 22, 1904 
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Lorene’s mother and 
Aunt. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
    Lorene’s parents Wilhelm and Louisa Deife 

Lorene’s mother is holding her oldest son Emil 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Esther: deceased at 2 years 
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Marlin Grade School where Wilhelm (Bill) and Louisa Deife’s children went to school in the 1920’s. 
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Fourth grade class in 1934. 
The teacher Ruth Weber was 
one of Loren’s favorite 
teachers. 

 
 

John, Hank (Henry), Bob and Walt 
 

Henry Deife 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ruby 
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Ruby, Martha, Elsie, Lorene 

  Lorene & Walter Deife 1935 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

New Year’s Day 1939 
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Top: Lorene, John, Below: Walt, Bob 1937. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Confirmation class 1934 
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1941:  Top left to right: Hank, Lorene, Arts wife Helen, Fred and 
Elsie Stumpf, Harld Latheo, Bill, Waldo and Martha Geislman, 
Marthao Louse. Front: Walt, Bob, Ruby, John. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Martha, Harold, Art, Elsie, Hank, William, Emil.  
Front: Lorene, Bob, Ruby, Walt. 

 
 Deife brothers 

1936 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  Natural bridge 1946, 1 mile from where  

the Deifies were born, north of Odessa 
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1937 
 
 
 
 
 

Lorene ’42 graduation 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Roy, Albert, Elsie, Harold, Florence, 
Emil, Martha, Elmer, John.  J. Gottleib 
Ramm, Vernie, Mary Hemmerling Ramm 
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Louisa Deife 1935:At Reiman place North of Odessa 

Fred Stumpf, Elsie, Ruby, Marth, Waldo (child is probably Eileen) 
 
 
Lorene grew up in a big family; there was Emil, Martha, Art, Elsie, 

Harold, Hank (Henry), Ruby, John, Lorene, Bob and then Walt.  Growing 
up there was no electricity, no hot water, no phone, just running cold 

water, that was the way it 
was for everyone.  The 
neighbors back then felt 
closer, we spent a lot of 
time with our neighbors.  
Bob remembers growing 
up everyone had a job 
from a very young age.  
He remembers spending 
all summer barefooted as 
a kid.  He had his normal 
clothes and his church 
clothes and you better 
believe he did not play in 
his church clothes, you 
just did not mess up your 
Sunday clothes.  Bob 
remembers it was very 
instilled in him to have 
respect for those older 
than him in the family.  
He also remembers that 
his father’s favorite radio show was Amos and Andy and afterward the kids knew they had better get off to 
bed or else! 

Lorene’s dad loved to fish, Lorene did not like it much because whenever I would come over her dad 
would say come on, we are gonna go fishing.  Finally she told her dad he came over to see me not to go 
fishing!  Then Bob and Johnny liked to hunt so during the hunting season they’d say come on lets go hunting 
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so I’d change clothes and we would go 
hunting and Lorene didn’t like that either.  
She’d say all you did was come over to go 
hunting with the boys.  I always got along 
with her family.  Her brother John and I 
would play right across from each other in 
football, of course I didn’t know Lorene 
then but I knew who he was.  Her brother 
Bob played against Kenny and Walt played 
against Fritz when Odessa played Ritzville.  
With that many in the family, not all were 
home at the same time; John, Walt, Bob and 
Lorene were left and Ruby was working in Spokane, Hank worked in 
Spokane and was 
killed in WWII, 
Elsie was married to 
Mr. Stumpf already.  
Martha was in 
Walla-Walla, Harold 
was in Oregon, Art 

was in Odessa, and Emil was in Spangle where he was a 
dairy farmer.  Her dad used to drive school bus but when 
he wasn’t driving it her brother Harold drove before he 
was drafted into the service.  As long as Hersh knew him 
her dad never worked on the farm, the boys did all of the 
work. 
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Lorene didn’t tell a lot of stories about 
growing up but she did have a few things that 
had stuck with her.  When she was a kid 
Taver’s Lake, now dried up, was ¾ of a mile 
from the farm. Sometimes her sister would 
come down with her to the lake, which she 
loved, but there was somebody in the family 
that liked to dunk people in the lake and she 

hated that!  
She would also talk about how 

every Sunday before church her dad 
would cut a cigar in half and smoke 
it in the car on the way to church so 
she always smelled like cigar smoke 
by the time she got to church.  
Later in the day he would smoke 
the other half but it was the being 
stuck in the car that bothered her 
the most.  As  
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←Twilla, Dana, Betty, Edna, Joyce, Wilma, Lorene, 
Helen, MaryAllen July 1944 

an adult she would not let Hersh smoke cigars 
because she hated the smell so much, ‘she could tell if 
someone was smoking a cigar a block away’.  

Lorene also was not much of a fan of riding 
horses.  As a child she would ride horseback to the 
lake and once there was a snake that spooked her 
horse causing her to be bucked off.  She never liked 

riding horses after that.  
Lorene also told Hersh that one time when she was old 

enough her bothers took her out to hoe weeds.  She came 
back with her hands so blistered that her dad said they could 
not take her out to hoe weeds anymore.  He said the place 
for a girl was in the kitchen and next thing she knew she was 
washing dishes constantly, but she was glad that at least she 
wasn’t out hoeing weeds. 

They did have running water, it was only cold water from 
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a cistern up by the windmill that came down to the house to the kitchen sink and that was it.  They would 
have to boil all of the water before they could use it. 

After high school Lorene worked at Galena Air Force base, later known as Fairchild as an assistant 
messenger.  She had to wear a uniform for that job and she really liked working there.  She married Herschel 
on January 13, 1946.  Herschel had a distributorship with Mobile Oil Company and later farmed until 1984 
when they retired.  For many of those years Lorene was a homemaker and when the boys went to school she 
worked there so that she could be home when they were out of school.  Later she worked at the nursing 
home and loved it.  It was then that she realized she missed her calling and should have been a nurse.  Over 
the years she did a lot of volunteer work with scouts, church, the American Legion Auxiliary and at the 
nursing home. 

Top row: Waller, Gizleman, _____, 
Ruby’s husband Louis, Henry, Hersh, 
Unknown, Emil 

Bottom row: Bob, Art, Uncle John, 
Don Deife, Unknown, Unknown, 
Unknown, John, Mike Nichols 

 
 
 
 
 
 
May 1950 
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Ritzville Journal-Times, Thursday, January 19, 1950    Two Children Frozen in Trek Across Fields 
The world was turned upside 

down for an Adams county farm 
couple last Friday when a blinding 
sub-zero blizzard claimed the lives 
of their two small children and 
delivered the father exhausted and 
nearly frozen to death himself. 
Fred Stumpf, farmer in the area 
between Ritzville and Odessa, is 
still in Ritzville General Hospital 
this week after suffering from 
frozen feet and fingers. The two 
children who lost their lives were 
Ilene, 10, a fourth grader in the 
Ritzville elementary school, and 
Frederick, 6, who started 
kindergarten last fall.  Frederick's 
body was recovered in a snowdrift 
on the Stumpfs own wheat fields 
early Saturday morning. Ilene's 
body was found about a quarter of 
a mile away, shortly before noon 
Saturday. Both were victims of a 
futile effort made with their father 
to reach home from where the 
family car had stalled about one 
mile to the northwest. Bodies of 
the two children are at the Danekas 
and Duncan funeral home. Mrs. 
Stumpf is staying with her sister 
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
Herschel Heimbigner, in Ritzville. 
The tragedy had its beginning 
Friday morning when Ritzville 
schools were let out when it 
became evident that the steadily 
increasing wind and snowfall might 
clog country roads by afternoon. 
Stumpf picked up his two children in his 1949 Buick sedan. According to Marvin Shadduck, grade school 
principal, the 38-year-old rancher was in the habit of delivering and calling for his children each day. Stumpf 
spent the rest of the morning in Ritzville. He and the children had lunch with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
George Stumpf. The blizzard was reaching a new peak of intensity when he started for his home, about 15 
miles west of Ritzville, near the old Neppel road sometime between 11:30 and noon. Saturday morning, 
Stumpf, in his hospital bed told Dr. J. Colin Lindsay, it was about 1 p.m. when his car became hopelessly 
stuck in a snow bank along a county road about one mile from his home. Stumpf worked the vehicle 
frantically, but couldn't free it. According to Stumpf, he and the two children remained in the car about two 
hours. Then they struck out for the top of a knoll in an effort to determine whether they might be able to 
walk home. The three were instantly engulfed in the freezing blizzard. At first Stumpf carried both children on 
his shoulders. But soon realized they might keep warmer by walking. Stumpf had not gone far before Ilene 
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collapsed from the cold. He decided to turn back to the car but was unable to find it. The trio’s only hope 
then, was to make it home a mile away. Stumpf knew where he was. He struck into the bottom of a coulee 
which headed in a semi-circle towards the home place. It is unlikely the father could see for more than 10 to 
20 feet in any direction. Ilene fell again near the bottom of the coulee. At times Stumpf carried his son; during 
other stretches he must have dragged him by the hand. Their course led out of the coulee to a fence line post 
where a blanket was abandoned in the snow. Perhaps 300 feet farther lay the boy's body. Stumpf, probably 
half-blinded and losing all sense of direction, wandered generally toward the house but off to the right. He 
was shouting for help. His wife heard the shouts. She hurried into the blizzard, found her husband and led 
him to the house. Stumpf said it was about 7 p.m. when he reached home. That would give him four hours of 
wandering through the blizzard. The same frantic shouts were heard by Maudise Ferderer. Ferderer had left a 
stalled school bus, another victim of the drifting show to summon help. He fought his way two or three miles 
towards home. When he reached home, he telephoned Ritzville about the bus and conveyed his fears 
regarding Stumpf. In addition, some of the men rescuing the school children on the bus observed a flickering 

light in the direction of the Stumpf home. It was learned later that Mrs. 
Stumpf - the farm has no telephone - had been switching the yard light off 
and on in hopes of attracting attention. As soon as the school children had 
been transferred to private cars, a county plow bullied its way to the Stumpf 
farm. The drivers were greeted with the sickening news that Stumpf had 
stumbled home and that both children were still out in the blizzard. About 1 
a.m. a search party started out. The blizzard had died away but the 
temperature was dropping to a brittle 18 below. Headlights on the snow 
plows lit up the snowdrifts as searchers tramped back and forth. About 2:30 
a.m. Frederick's body was found. The party search for another hour for 
Ilene, but finally gave up because of darkness and intense cold. Shortly after 
10 a.m. Saturday, Sheriff Lucas led a 17-man party back to the scene. The 
second search lasted less than two hours when Ilene's body was located. 
Funeral services for the children are set for 2 p.m. Monday, Jan. 23, at the 
Zion Congregational church.  

 
 Lorene holding Ilene Stumpf (11 months old) -July 1940 

 
 

Henry Deife killed in action in WWII 
Henry (Hank) Deife’s burial place in San 

Francisco. Bob remembers Henry as the sharpest of 
all the kids.  He never really played any sports but 
he always had a book in his hand.  Henry, also 
known as Hank went to Kinman for schooling and 
his professors remembered him as one of only a 
few students that had a photographic mind.  He was 
25 years old when he became the vice president of 
the Interstate Production Credit Association.  It was 
then that Henry was drafted.  He was married and 
had a child on the way.  We didn’t get to see him go 
because he left from Spokane.  He was in the Battle 
of the Bulge and we got a letter from him telling us 
that in one full week he only got 7 hours of sleep.  Henry survived by trying to keep warm in the trenches and 
trying to avoid getting shot by the Germans, he was one of only 22 from his unit that survived.  A month later 
he was killed in Cologne, Germany.  We didn’t have a telephone and so one day a guy came out and said we 
inform you that your son has been killed in action.  That was a hard day for mother and dad, we all sat under a 
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tree for over an hour.  The war department had informed us that he was missing in action but then they said 
he had been killed.  They didn’t tell us what happened, we learned what happened from letters written to his 
wife from soldiers that had been with him at the time.  It is thought that most of the fighting was over in 
Cologne and he was in one of the units going door to door doing the final sweep for enemy in hiding when he 
opened a rigged door to a cellar and set off a mine.  It was only about 15 days prior to the official end of the 
war and it was such a shame to loose such a mind in war.  He was awarded a Purple Heart and a Silver Star 
among many others during his service. 

  
 
 
Emil Deife, the oldest child of Louisa and Wilhelm Deife, was born Dec 19, 1908 at Marlin. He attended 

Cannawai School near Marlin.  He later went and worked in Spangle. 
Martha (Deife) Geiselman was born in the Marlin area and attended the Marlin schools. She married 

Waldo Geiselman at Walla Walla in 1933 and the family resided there 30 years. 
Arthur Deife was a lifetime resident of the Odessa area. He was born in Marlin on Dec 27, 1913. He 

farmed north of Odessa until 1975, when he retired in Odessa. He was a past member of the board of 
directors of the Odessa Union Warehouse Cooperative, a past member of the Lincoln County Agricultural 
Stabilization and Conservation Service Committee and a member of the Odessa Grange. He enjoyed traveling, 
fishing and gardening.  

Elsie (Deife) Duff was born Dec 15, 1916 in Krupp/Marlin. She married Fred Stumpf and they operated a 
farm between Ritzville and Odessa. Their children Eileen, 10, and Frederick, 6, both passed away in a severe 
blizzard. Fred and Elsie later separated.  Elsie moved to Walla Walla and married Charles Duff on Feb 12, 
1972. 
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Harold Deife was born June 3, 1915, at Marlin.  He graduated from Odessa High School in 1932.  He was 
employed at the family farm north of Odessa and at various other farms until 1941, when he entered the 
armed services. He served in the European theater in WW II, receiving his discharge in 1946. On his return 
from the service, he locate in Portland, where he met and married Clarise Debus on Sept 4, 1948.  

 Ruby (Deife) Pfeifer married Howard Pfeifer of Wilson Creek.  They had four children and they farmed in 
Wilson Creek until they retired in 1981. 

John was born September 24, 1921 in Odessa.  John was a lifelong resident of Odessa, attended the 
Odessa schools, served as ASB President and was a proud player on the football team. John met Mildred 
Smith, a new teacher in town at a dance, and they were married April 19,1947 in Medical Lake.  John and 
Mildred had three children.  John was a wheat farmer, cattle rancher, commercial fisherman and later in life, a 
securities salesman.  John joined the Odessa Grange and remained an active member for sixty-one years. He 

was a member of the Odessa Flying 
Club, and was the first president of 
the Odessa Alumni Association.   

Bob Deife helped gather the 
majority of the Deife family history 
and spent a lot of time with me 
helping me on this chapter.  He was 
a Federal Appointee under four 
United States Presidents as the State 
Director of Farm Programs AFCS 
starting with Nixon’s presidency.  In 
retirement he keeps up with politics, 
is active in church, and enjoys time 
with family and friends.  

 
  ←Bob Deife’s wedding day 
 

Walter was born July 
23, 1930, the youngest 
child of Wilhelm and 
Louisa Deife. He had 
earned his CPA from 
Kinman and worked at the 
Odessa Implement 
Company until the Korean 
War started.  He joined the 
Air force in 1951 then the 
Air National Guard in 
1961 and had a total of 35 
years of service.  He 
married Joane Aubertin in 
July 1951 and they had two 
children.  He passed away 
in February of 2008. 

 
   ←June 1945: Davie 
Reiman and Lorene at Dryden. 
       

  Lorene eating lettuce June 1946 at her sisters, Walla Walla→ 
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Louisa, May 1958 
 

Lorene looked the 
most like Louisa 
when she got older. 

 
 
 
Lorene’s parents, 

her father was named 
William but everyone 
called him Bill. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

May 1958 
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Deife Family Reunion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lorene’s family left to right: Walt, Bob, Lorene, John, 
Ruby Elsie, Harold, Art.   
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HERSH’S EXPERIENCE IN WWII 
 

“When you live and sleep with people like that day in and day out for several years, they become more than just a friend.” 
 

On December 7, 1941 Henry and 
Mary returned from town after 
attending a funeral with the news that 
Pearl Harbor had been attacked.  It 
was Hersh’s 20th birthday and he was 
home with friends celebrating his 
birthday when he heard the news.  

‘When Pearl Harbor happened we already 
knew we would have to go to war, Coach 
Jones was one of our teachers and he talked 
about it in class when we were seniors in 1939-
1940.  He said that the way Hitler was going in 
Europe we are going to be in a war and it 
could be a world war that everybody is going 
to be involved in and it’s not going to be just 
me, it’ll be you guys too.  And he was right.  
We had every boy in our class and 8 girls in the 
service and we didn’t lose a single one to the 

war.  

 January 27, 1943                    	May 1943	
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Hersh initially went for a 
semester to Cheney after 
high school for this training 
certificate.  The National 
Defense Training Diploma 
allowed Hersh to apply for 

employment in Utah as a welder and be 
deferred.  The offer came in the mail the 
same day as the his draft notice.  If it had 
arrived earlier Hersh would have been deferred from the draft and gone to Fort 
Douglas in Utah to work in a machinery plant.   
“You know which one took precedence.” Hersh’s cousin Harold did get his in 
time and went down to Utah.  Hersh reported for draft December 16, 1942 and 
was officially inducted into the army December 23, 1942.  He completed 13 
weeks of Infantry training in basic training at Camp Roberts in California in 
January through April 1943.  He was in Company B, 148 infantry 1st battalion 
37th div.            	

Paul Gilmore of Butte Montana on the left, Willis Lee in the center, me on the right, dressed for 
task force. Roy Hodgins and I were good buddies in basic training; he was from Lewiston, ID. 

 
This is me at right shoulder arms.  
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 Before and after my first military haircut.		
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After Hersh finished basic training Lorene and Lottie got a chance 
to visit him at Camp Roberts at the Pittsburgh replacement depot 
before he was sent overseas.    

    
 
 
 
 

Hersh and Willard Rasmussen from 
Montana 

 
 ‘Rasmussen and I 

went overseas on the 
same ship and we were 
the only two that did 
not get seasick out of 
almost 2000 guys.  
When the sea got 
rough the bow of the 
ship would go under the water all the way to the rail and then pop back 
up.  We went onto the bridge and held on the ladder, it was a great 
sight to watch all that water going across the deck of the ship.  Pretty 

soon one of those big blocks with 
ropes and pulleys to move tanks onto 
the ship broke loose and it was 
swinging from one side of the ship to the other.  The merchant marines on 
the ship came to try to get it under control and set some rope up to catch it 
but it just cut right through that rope since it was so heavy.  Then they put 
two ropes up, one on each side and eventually got it under control.  We 
would go down into the hull and get food but everyone was seasick so it 
stunk.  Even the cooks were sick.  We were not sure we wanted to eat 
anything but we did.  Then we got what we could to sleep in and went back 
up above and slept in a shed used to store ropes and pulleys.  I never slept 
down in the hull on any ship until the very last ship on the way home from 
the Pacific, even when we were going into combat.  I had my lifebelt strapped 
on and if things went bad I was ready to go for a swim.  After we got to the 
Pacific Rasmussen and I were sent to different places but the very first person 
I saw when I got back to American soil was Willard Rasmussen, I hadn’t seen 
him in 3 years!’ 
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Friday May 28, 1943 around 8 in the morning Hersh left San Francisco on the liberty ship SS J.H. Kinkaid.  
It had just been finished being built April 14 and it took a good portion of the trip across the Pacific for the 
large diesel engines to get broken in.  He crossed the equator on June 7th at 2pm.  They arrived at New 
Caledonia on June 20 and disembarked the following morning. 

July 1, 1943 he was assigned to the 208th military police company for the three months he was in New 
Caledonia.  Pilfering of the military supplies off the docks was such a problem that security had to be doubled.  
By September 6, 1943 he was moved back to the 6th army regiment, upon his own request.  

‘After I left the military police I was with my company waiting in New 
Caledonia, New Guinea in the bay while they were loading the ship with 
supplies to take to Guadalcanal.  We got out and laid in there for about a 
week.  They were taking about 1500 New Zealanders to Guadalcanal and all 
their supplies were on the ship including some New Zealand beer. The New 
Zealanders were getting restless about that beer sitting at the bottom of one 
of the supply ships.  I had been an MP for a few months so I knew how to 
crawl through all the spaces and get to it so I showed them and by the time 
we got to Guadalcanal we had a pretty big hole in that part of the supplies.  
We would pull out the beer and replace them with empty bottles.  Their beer 
was 8% or higher so when you drank it you felt it!  They also liked cheese 
and onions and homemade bread.  They had big tables with homemade 
bread and cheese and onions and knives every day at noon and they had 
good cheese and good onions too!  They were big and sweet onions.  No 
mayonnaise or any of that.  I don’t know if they figured out the beer was 
gone, I had moved on by then.’ 

 
September, ’how’s that for a straw hat?’ 

‘A Japanese plane shot down in Guadalcanal. Look how the 
jungle was.  When the Japanese came in and attacked they 
just shelled and bombed it until there was nothing standing. 
Before the jungle was so thick you could stick your hand out 
and couldn’t see your fingers.’		

 
Guadalcanal:  Hersh actually climbed onto this Japanese 
boat.  ‘It wasn’t very far from where we were camped so we 
just walked over.  The fighting was over by then.’ 

September 14, 1943 he boarded the liberty ship 
SS. James Francis and landed in Guadalcanal 
September 25, 1943.  In Guadalcanal he jointed up 
with the 37th division and was in company B148, the 
machine gun section.  He was on Guadalcanal for 
about two months preparing for the invasion of 
Bougainville.  By November 8th, 1943 he had been 
moved to Bougainville, he was one of the first 
companies to land there.  The marines had landed a 
day before the army infantry troops.  The first day the infantry went in was spent trying to unload supplies.  
Hersh was on Piranha Island that day unloading gasoline barrels when they were bombed by Japanese planes. 
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Hersh and Clifton Laudry of Louisiana November 
1943 

 
 

‘Piranha Island on the left was where I was the day we landed on Bougainville.  I was 
working unloading gasoline barrels.  I’ll never forget that day because the Japanese came 
in and were bombing us on this little island so my buddy and I took off over to where the 
sea rations were, at least blown up food was safer to be next to.’ 

  Landing at Cape Torokina on Bougainville between the 8th  and 19th 

of November 1943, the 37th Division expanded the western beachhead 
sector.  They constructed roads and bridges, and engaged in extensive 
patrol activity and eventually built 3 airstrips on the island as well. They 
were supposed to build advanced air bases for bombers and airplanes 
and then hold these bases on the island.  They also took a Japanese air 
strip located right on the beach by the water and the Navy Seabees and 
engineers build two more airstrips by it.  The island had a half-moon 
shape and had about fifteen miles of beach to defend.  Ultimately there 
were 180,000 troops and hundreds of planes on this small island, it felt 
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like a big city.  Bougainville was then used as a stop before heading further in the Pacific Ocean.  Hersh spent 
about a year in Bougainville, mostly on the front line or beyond it on patrols.  Even though he was on the 
front line he never had to shoot his machine gun except for practice on Bougainville. 

‘On Bougainville there was a volcano on the island.  Every time it erupted there was always an earthquake, 
once it was over an 8.0 earthquake.  It steamed 
constantly but wasn’t erupting at the time of this 
picture.  One eruption caused an earthquake that 
opened up a large fissure on the beach and knocked 
over trees where we were stationed.  We never had 
much territory in Bougainville.  We had just enough 
to have 3 airstrips in a 15 mile long strip.  The front 
line you could walk in the trench in pill boxes all the 
way around.  The volcano was outside of that area. 
That’s all we ever owned.’ 

 
Morris Martin of California right, Hersh, Eldon Chappell from Utah left. 

 
‘I was trained on a .30 caliber 

machine gun.  In our time in 
Bougainville we had not shot our 
machine guns once, so our lieutenant 
decided we needed practice before we left Bougainville.  They made 
us a 1000 inch course which is 82 feet.  If you look 1000 inches away 
every movement on the machine gun is 1 inch so they gave us targets 
and we setup but the lieutenant never showed up.  We went ahead 
and started practicing without him while he was gone then when we 
were done nobody wanted to go out and pull all the thumbtacks 
from the mahogany 
stumps holding the 
targets up so 
somebody said well 
just shoot them out so 
we did, 4 shots and 

down they went.  When the lieutenant got there we shot the 
blank, horizontal and vertical and put bullet holes in every 
single one of them and he said well lets pull the targets so ‘ka-
pow, ka-pow’ we shot out the thumbtacks before he could get 

out there so he 
said well looks 
like you guys 
don’t need any 
more practice.’ 

 
Mess kits 

 
  
 

In 1944 when Hersh was in Bougainville he pounded out a half-dollar 
silver coin into an engagement ring and wore it on his ring finger  

for the rest of the war as seen in this picture.  He still has that ring today. 
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1944 Bougainville      Jim Bell doing laundry in a 55 gallon barrel   
 
‘We had all sorts of uses for 

those 55 gallon barrels.  Once 
we were sitting there and 
thinking it would be nice to 
have a shower.  So one of the 
guys said I bet we could dig 
around and find a well so he 
decided he would witch for 
water.  He walked around a bit 
and pointed to a spot and said 
11 feet there is water and so 
we dug down 11 feet and sure 
enough there was water.   So 
we went down and stole 
another gas drum and cut the end off of it 
and stole some buckets from the kitchen and 
we set up a well and put water up in one of 
those 55 gallon barrels and it sat in the sun all 
day and warmed up and we had warm 

showers.’             Jim Bell taking a shower. 
‘December 15th to Feb 5th 1944 our company occupied the Laruma outpost.  The 

Japanese were landing boats on a beach 5 miles up from the front line at the crocodile 
infested Laruma River which emptied into the 
ocean, so they moved our company there.  We 
stayed on the beach and did not have to do jungle 
patrol.  We had pillboxes and sleeping quarters built 
and they had everything 
logged in and 
sandbagged and even 
had a kitchen up there.  
Every 4 or 5 days they 
came up with a barge 
and brought us any 
supplies we needed but 
we always had to walk 
2.5miles out and 
2.5miles back in really 
soft sand every 
morning to meet a 
report and get our mail 
and everything else, 

then we were done for the day and went to watch the 
crocodiles because we were right next to the Laruma River. 
My guns were only a few yards from the river. We had setup 
barbed wire on the back side of our perimeter it was also 
mined and booby trapped.  One time a crocodile got in 
there and set a bunch of traps off and boy did that get 
everybody’s attention big time.  He set all sorts of stuff off 
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but eventually did find his way out and went back into the river.   
These crocodiles were big ones and they would go out to the ocean 
and swim around in the salt water then come up to the beach and sit 
on the sand but they always stayed on their side of the river and we 
stayed on our side.  We often went out to swim in the ocean and 
because of the salt we would just swim in our birthday suits then go up 
to the river to rinse off.  One time we were walking to the river and 
here came some of the commanders.  They didn’t say anything then 
but it wasn’t long before a rule was made that you couldn’t swim in 
your birthday suit anymore. We stayed on that beach until the Japanese 

attacked a 
200 yard 
front and 
then we were 
moved to 
keep track of 
their location 
as they 
retreated.’  
 
 

Medic Whiler and Don Bod              A centipede in the Solomon islands 
 In November and December the Japanese emplaced field artillery 

on the high ground around the beachhead, concentrated in a group of 
hills along the Torokina River overlooking the eastern perimeter. They 
shelled the beachhead, targeting the airstrips and the supply dumps.  
The XIV Corps defended the beachhead against a major Japanese 
counterattack from March 9–17, 1944, at Hill 700 and Cannon Hill, 
which were defended by the Ohio 37th Infantry Division, and Hill 260, which was defended by the Americal 
Division. The counterattack was defeated with heavy losses for the Japanese army, which then withdrew the 
majority of its force into the deep interior and to the north and south ends of Bougainville.   During this time 
Hersh was at the Laruma outpost but he later heard accounts of what had happened. 

 
Jim Bell standing, Ed Knapp and me March 17  
 
‘The Japanese did actually get through the front line when they 

attacked that 200 yard front.  The first Japanese came and got over the 
barbed wire and ran across the mine field and they kept going in and 
blowing themselves up until they cleared a lot of the mines out.  Then 
some of them got over the second line of barbed wire and did the same 
thing at the second minefield.  Meanwhile there had been riflemen there 
to defend the line too.  They just kept sending in so many guys that 
eventually a few did get through to the first airstrip.  10,000 of them 
were killed in that 200 yard front.  They were desperate by then because 
they had been cut off from the airstrips and were isolated from the rest 
of their military, but they refused to surrender either.’ 

 ‘Eventually they did retreat on a trail called the Numa Numa trail 
which was wide enough they could take their iron-wheeled artillery and 
pull them back over the mountain.  Once they broke through and got 
driven back out, one of the outfits was supposed to keep track of them 
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as they retreated .  After they took the trail back to their side of 
the mountain we lost contact with them so they ordered our 
company to the Numa Numa trail 17 miles beyond the front line 
to make contact. May 14th to 21st 1944 we held a roadblock on 
Numa Numa Trail and one patrol was hit.  The block was made 
8 miles from M.L.R.  We got down there and didn’t make any 
contact so they sent patrols.  As one patrol went out another was 
coming back in.  We would go as far as we could walk in a day and then come back. It was pure jungle; rain 
every day, huge crocodiles in the river, the largest insects I’d ever seen and steaming heat with temperatures 
over 100 degrees every day.  The day that I went we went out on the main trail and we as got out there at 
about 4 in the afternoon it started pouring down rain.  We had counted steps so we knew we had paced out 
further than the guys had gone the day before. We were close to a round knoll and I said, “Well there’s a nice 
round hump up there.”  So we went up on that and built our little 5 man perimeter and ate and it rained and 
rained and rained and by 9pm our holes were so full the bottoms started washing out and by midnight nobody 
had a foxhole anymore.  We were just sitting in piles of mud and sliding down the hill, but we stayed there 
and the next day we went back and never saw any Japanese.  One patrol went up along a river bank and got 
hit and they got all the Japanese up there and nobody ever had contact again so eventually they decided they 
were clear and after a week command said they were not going to worry anymore.  That’s scary to walk out as 
far as you could go in a day and you were already 17 miles out past everybody else and we couldn’t get artillery 
and didn’t have a radio.’ 

 
Gun 2: left to right Stephen Fetcher, Sgt Nic 

Bardari, Hersh, Toni Fables, PO Art Hutch 
OTC Jim Bell, Tom Vasta. October 1944.  
The guy in the middle top and the guy to the 
right of him got into it over digging foxholes once. 
He eventually decided to go to infantry and was 
killed 2 months before the end of the war trying 
to help somebody. 

 
‘One of the guys was constantly 

making coffee.  He would go to the 
kitchen and get the old grounds and boil 
the old grounds and keep re-boiling them 
until the can was half full of grounds then dump them and start over again.’  

‘After a year in Bougainville we did a practice landing at lay New Guinea then we stopped at the Admiralty 
Islands for Christmas.   The Admiralty Islands were beautiful and so clean where we were at, everything was 
swept clean and it was a great place to be.  We had a peaceful Christmas and then we got on board the ship 
the rest of the way to Luzon.  We went into the Lingayen Gulf commanded by 37th infantry division 
commander Robert S Beightler.  The whole formed a single convoy over forty miles long.  The LST I was on 
was the command ship of the LST’s in our division (possibly LST-615), we were front center and had LST’s 
on both sides of us.  Right in front of us was a tanker that the ships fuelled off of.  There were kamikazes 
coming in and I saw the one hit the USS California right in front of us.’  On 6 January, while providing shore 
bombardment at Lingayen Gulf, the USS California was hit by a kamikaze; 44 of her crew were killed and 155 
were wounded.  ‘The kamikaze hit the 60 inch gun turret that a kid from Ritzville was in and blew it right off 
the ship. I saw a lot of Kamikazes and we didn’t know if they were going to hit us.  The LST to our left less 
than 100 yards away had two of them come at them and they shot both of them down.  There was a lot of 
lead flying in the air.  It was pretty hard for the kamikazes to get through, if anybody spotted one then the air 
was full of lead. The kamikaze planes never had enough gas to get to an air base, they never planned to go 
back, that was their thinking at the time.’ 
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←An LST, they opened the doors up and could drive 
tanks up and turn them around, that is how big they were. 

 
The invasion of Luzon was codenamed S day.  

Approximately 175,000 troops landed along the 20 
mile beachhead within a few days.  ‘As we neared 
the beach we went down into the lower level of the 
LST and got on Amtracks and drove into the water 
and went to the beach on those.  Amtracks (also 
known as a LVT or Landing Vehicle Tracked) were 

amphibious vehicles that could go on water and land that carried 28 men and all of their equipment.  There 
were 4 divisions abreast as far as the eye could see there were amtracks.  They had levers for different tracks 
and steered it like a tractor.  The tracks are what moved the vehicle in both land and water and it moved very 
slowly, maybe 3 knots at best.  We were sitting ducks in those things because they were so slow in the water.  
That is why they weren’t used on all of the beachheads, some of the other beaches they used the barges that 
moved faster.  When we got to the beach, the Amtracks could go up to 25 mph on land.  Though Navy 
SEALS had checked the beaches the night before the invasion for obstacles they didn’t realize that when the 
tide went back out it would leave a huge sand bar that kept the LSTs from getting as close to the beach as 
planned and not all of the tanks and Amtracks could get over large hill of sand left on the beach.  The first 
two waves were tanks with canons on them, the next three waves were the rifleman and then us after them.  
The kid driving our Amtrack saw that everyone else was stuck so when the tracks started hitting the bottom 
of the ocean he started shifting down and by the time our tracks were solid on the bottom he had it in the 
lowest gear he could and the throttle wide open.  That thing was absolutely screaming and we went over the 
top of that sand bank and went airborne and bounced into a bomb hole.  We were the first ones over in that 
section of the beach.  If there had been enemy forces there we would have been in trouble, luckily they had 
moved off to the sides in the hills when they learned of the invasion.  I got up and looked over the edge and 
we were just above ground level at the side of the rig.  I was a corporal doing a staff sergeants job so I had the 
driver drop the rear ramp so we could get out because I didn’t see anything out there.  The next thing you 
know I hear water buffalo out in the jungle in a thicket and right behind it came a Filipino boy waiving a white 
flag.  We had a Life photographer with us and got busy taking photographs of the boy.   One of his photos 
from that day was later used as a cover photo for the magazine. I had a copy of that magazine at one time but 
it disappeared years ago.  Eventually the company commander came over and said we had landed about a half 
mile off of where we were supposed to land.  I could tell because everything they had described that we 
should look for was not out there.  In a way were probably lucky.’ 

‘After all the troops were landed in the invasion we started moving inland day after day.  We started 
marching to the left through rice paddies till we got to a river and stopped there that night.  We could tell our 
boots were full of mud so we took turns going to the river and washing our shoes out.  All of our toenails 
were full of mud under them and it was such fine stuff none of us could get it cleaned out.  After we had 
cleaned up we set up our foxhole and set up the guns for the night.  The next day we started on our way to 
Manila.  We never had much activity until we got to Clark Field and that was our first real action in Luzon on 
23 January.  We were on the main highway from Lingayen gulf to Manila that passed through Plaridel. At 
Clark Air Base we got there way ahead of the others and had a small battle then stayed on the edge of the 
airfield for three or four days.  At Clark field we were a ways away from the actual field about a mile and the 
patrol that went over as close to the field as they could and they ran into a firefight and took care of that and 
came back and that night they sent two guys over to that area and stayed overnight and they came back in the 
morning and nothing had happened so they next night I was chosen as one of the guys with another guy.  
They told us not to share a foxhole but to dig separate foxholes for ourselves so we did.  We had no sleep that 
night but nothing happened so we went back in the morning.  On the 31st of January, companies B and C 
from the 148th went south down Route 3 through an area becoming more and more densely populated.  The 
main road from Lingayen Gulf past Clark Field is the one we came down and the other road came down from 
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Baguio (the summer capital of the Philippines) and they came together at Plaridel just south of town.  We 
were supposed to protect Plaridel for when the rest of the troops to come through.  We didn’t start until 
almost 2 in the morning and those Amtracks drove slow, at best 20 miles an hour.  We got to camp around 
sunrise and I don’t know how the cooks got there but they were already there with a hot meal for breakfast 
ready for us.  So we ate and took off on a little old trail to Plaridel that was still about 8 miles away and again 
we went cross country rather than following the road.  They told us nothing was in Plaridel because the recon 
forces had gone through the day before with armored cars and there weren’t any Japanese there anywhere.  
Since there wasn’t supposed to be anybody there we left our machine guns and artillery on a trailer to be 
brought along behind us.  As we got into our first bamboo thicket just outside of town it turned out they were 
in the next bamboo thicket and they started shooting and pinned us down by the time it was getting dark. 
They were all the way around us.  Everybody started digging their own foxholes for protection while the 
fighting was going on.  Later on that night around 9pm there were three guys coming up in a Jeep to bring the 
telephone lines and they didn’t know what was going on, so they drove with their headlights on right into 
trouble.  They were bringing up a telephone line with a big role of line off the back of the Jeep so we could 
communicate with the closest command unit behind us.  The Jeep was damaged and disabled, and the driver 
and one other man were injured.  There was a third passenger in the Jeep that was uninjured. The men 
jumped off the Jeep and rolled into a nearby ditch for protection.   He started crawling toward us during the 
continuing firefight.  He knew he was close because he could hear us but he only knew one guy from either 
company B or C so he just started calling that man’s name, Greg Ross.  Greg eventually heard his name.  He 
asked us to shut down the machine guns and BAR’s (Browning Automatic Rifle) because we were pinning 
down the telephone guys so the wire could not 
be brought in.  Greg Ross had them shut down 
immediately.  Greg Ross saved a lot of lives that 
night with a lot of extra stuff going on.  The fact 
that the telephone guy knew only one name and 
he was able to get those BAR’s from firing over 
there and keeping him pinned down was so 
important.  The funny thing was that when we 
stopped firing, the Japanese stopped firing too.  
So the telephone guy crawled in on hands and 
knees and they decided to ask for volunteers to 
go get the two wounded men from over the 
bank behind the Jeep.  Six men volunteered to go and they picked those two guys up and brought them back 
and the Japanese never fired a shot at them.  Not a shot.  Then about 2 hours later here comes another Jeep 
towing the trailer with all of our machine guns and mortars we had left behind before.  He was also driving in 
with his lights on at 2 in the morning and they never fired a shot at him.  We yelled at him to shut off his 
lights as soon as he could hear us anyway.  Later the fighting picked back up again.  This is the same night that 
we had all dug our own foxholes; there was no sleep that night. Mine had a big root in it but I kept digging on 
either side of it and used it to sit on in the hole.  I kept digging my foxhole deeper every time a grenade or 
shots came my way.  It was pitch black in the thicket with no moonlight so you could not see, you just kept 
digging.  We were dug in 8 to 10 feet apart and all sat in silence in our holes.  That night everybody was for 
himself.  Normally one guy watches while the other two dig and there are three men per foxhole but since we 
were digging during a battle we had to make our own holes.  I did not sleep a wink that night.  In the morning 
my foxhole was so deep I couldn’t see over the dirt without standing on a large root at the bottom of my 
foxhole.’ 

‘Our company fought our way out by around noon the next day but were so far ahead of everyone else we 
radioed for help and 4 155 shells were sent but nobody could come out to help us.  Luckily the 155 shells 
landed right where they needed to and thinned out the Japanese a bit.  We were in the bamboo thicket in an 
open area dug in the next day by then the Japanese were only in front of us.  We could see the holes, and 
mounds of dirt the Japanese were in so the machine guns and BAR’s shot over the top of each hole to keep 

When Lorene and I were talking about names for the boys the

name Greg Ross was already in my head so choosing a name

was pretty easy.  We actually had another name for Greg but

found out there was already one  in the family.   For Ross the

same thing happened, there was already   a neighbor by the

name we first chose so we chose the name Ross instead. 
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the Japanese pinned down while a rifleman crawled up and got close.  When they gave the signal the machine 
guns stopped and the rifleman popped up and shot in the hole.  We cleared the area out that way.  One 
rifleman came back with a hole that had been shot in his helmet right along the side of his head barely missing 
him.  Then next time he came back he had a shot on the other side of his helmet; he did not go back a third 
time.  Another guy from Oklahoma was real tough.  He would crawl to the edge of the hole, give the signal to 
stop shooting, reach in and pull the Japanese out by hand and take them out one at a time with a knife.  He 
was a very nice guy but everyone was pretty careful not to cross his path.’  Meanwhile Hershel was guarding 
the B Company with a machine gun to keep the back perimeter protected.  ‘Later intelligence said we had 
been outnumbered 5 to 1 so we were lucky to make it through that one.’ 

‘Once we got to the edge of Plaridel the company commander who was a full blooded Cherokee Native 
American asked for volunteers to go with him into the town.  Nobody volunteered so he turned to me and 
said lets go.  We walked straight down Main Street.  By the time we got to three blocks from the other edge of 
town water was pouring from bullet holes in both of his canteens but he didn’t have a scratch on him.  We 
made it even though they were after us.’ 

‘In the town of Plaridel they manufactured fireworks.  When the Japanese left town they took a bunch of 
firecrackers and stuffed their pockets.  They climbed to the top of palm trees along a road just outside of 
town.  Our guys went down the road on patrol and all of the sudden they thought machine guns were firing at 
them but realized it was only fireworks.  There were only one or two guys at the top of each tree and they 
were really hard to spot.  Once we had everything clear we watched as the much decorated 1st Calvary 
division that had been brought over from Europe for the purpose of liberating Manila rolled on by in their 
motorized vehicles.  Farther down the road the 1st Calvary got pinned down by enemy gunfire and our 
company had to send twelve riflemen to get them unpinned.’ 

‘Since Plaridel had been secured we got back on our way to Manila.  As we were entering Rizal Avenue 
there was a small river called the Tulihan that was not very wide and the Japanese had blown the bridge up.  
The water came up to my neck.  The machine gun section and the mortar section (weapons platoon) had to 
build a bridge.  The only material we had was what was lying around.  Off to the side was the Balintawak 
brewery.  The building had been badly damaged as the Japanese were pulling back .  The pipes and big tanks 
had bullet holes where cold beer was pouring out like a fountain.  There were several inches of beer on the 
floor and men were pretending to swim in it and using their helmets with the lining removed to catch the beer 
spouting out of the tanks and drinking it.   We gathered everything up that could float and made a bridge out 
of a whole lot of 50 gallon barrels and a bunch of cable.  We wrapped them all together and pulled them 
across the water.  Then we laid planks on top and secured them with metal cable to create a bridge about 20 
feet long.  It wasn’t long before a Jeep got across and came back with wounded, then an ambulance got 
across.  By the time they were done they 
were getting ¾ ton weapons carriers across 
the bridge, it might have been one of the 
first floating bridges in the area.  To keep 
the guys warm after getting in the cold 
water to make the bridge they went back to 
the brewery for a few drinks.  We had two 
Jeeps in the company and he had an extra 
water canteen and that ended up full of 
beer.  The next morning when we moved 
out of there one canteen had beer and the 
other water.  At the northern outskirts of 
Manila on the top of the hill we stayed the 
first night near a huge statue and 
roundabout on a road leading into the city.’ 

‘Our unit was the first down Rizal Avenue which was the main avenue going into Manila.  We saw a scene 
of devastation as the city had been set on fire the night before we entered.  It was block by block fighting 
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through Manila with the remaining troops through the Paco 
Church, the Paco railroad station and the gasworks.  Paco 
Church. I was at the right side of this picture from the 
perspective of the photographer firing in to that right hand 
tower at a Japanese officer with my machine gun but he got 
away.  He later threw hand grenades at us, or his guys did, 
because we were in the same block.  We had rifle men go in 
there and they said somebody got him but the Japanese still 
protected his body because he had a Japanese saber with him.  
The other Japanese protected the swords because they were so 
old, some dating back to the 15th century.’ 

 ←‘The Philippine Mint was where we 
slept one night.  After it had been 
bombed it was abandoned by the 
Japanese so it was safe but there was 
money lying all over, we slept in piles of 
it.’ 

‘Sometimes when a company 
gets into a heavy fire fight they need a lot of medics and litter carriers.  We were in a 3 day rest behind the 
main line so our company had to go in to help.  I was one of about eight men sent as litter carriers.  You work 
two to a stretcher and my partner and I had two trips in about 80 yards to pick them up under fire.  I was glad 
to not have any more trips in.  During times like this or in a firefight the Lord’s Prayer or the 23rd Psalm 
would roll through my mind constantly.  This went on even if I was doing other things to keep alive.’ 

‘After our rest we went back in and took the legislative building and the finance building last which was 
our main objective in Manila.  While taking the Legislative building we were firing cover for the riflemen as 
they moved into the building.  Sargent Jack 
Alvner was kneeling down low behind Lt 
Hutton and me lying flat on the ground when a 
bullet passed between our helmets which had 
been about 2 inches apart and hit Jack in the 
forearm.  Unfortunately the bullet had twisted 
sideways and hit both bones so it was pretty 
bad.  He took off for the medics and Lt 
Hutton and I found a better spot for the 
machine gun.   
Legislative Building: General McArthur was watching 
the last of the fighting go on in person from the mint 
nearby.→ 
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←Left: Post office. I was in the legislative building when this was 
taken. 

The finance building.↓  

 
Here are two pictures from different sides 

of the finance building.  It had already been 
bombed before Hersh got there but he and 
his men crawled up this rubble up into one of 
the upper floors of this building.  To the right 
of this building in this picture would have 
been the Walled City.  ‘I was lying in the third 
floor firing out the windows toward the 
Walled City. Meanwhile we knew there were 
still Japanese officers in the lower floors.  
Since we could not get to the lower floors 
one of the guys with a flame thrower was 
firing down into the lower floors right below 
us through air ducts and other holes in the 
floor.  Some of the artillery shells that had 
bombed the building were still live, so when 
he hit them with the flame thrower in the 
basement they went off.  Though the floors 
were made of steel and concrete they had 
been blown up so much that when the shells 
went off right below us it flew me about 3 

feet off the floor and back down.  Of course I did not 
know there were shells down there that were still live so I 
didn’t expect it before it happened.  Luckily none of us 
were injured.’ 
The old Walled City was left yet but we only acted as a 
support group to the units taking that.   

 
←Walled City aquarium

 
‘Pasig River went through right next to the Walled City 

and on the other side of the river was the Manila rope 
factory where my ears were ruined.  We were firing from 
up in the third floor of the factory down into the Walled 
City over where there were supposed to be Japanese 

hiding, we were supposed to fire for an hour to keep them pinned down until an outfit could organize to go 
in.  I had both my machine guns and there were four other machine guns and 2 of the 50 calibers and 2 of the 
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37mm all in the same room 
firing down.  We fired for one 
hour with only cotton in our 
ears.  I didn’t hear anything for 
3 days afterward.’ 

‘The 1st Calvary was the 
unit you see in most of the 
photos of the liberation of 
Manila but our company beat 
them into Manila by a few 
hours in our section of Manila 
down Rizal Avenue.’  At the 
time of the invasion of Luzon Hersh’s company had about 300 men in it.  
When the fighting was over in Manila the company was down to 62 men 
still in action and every soldier had a wound of some kind.  A lot of men 
were in the hospital with wounds or malaria.  ‘We had 100% purple hearts.  
A lot of them were smaller injuries luckily.  I was lucky and only had a 
smaller wound from a piece of shrapnel that had dug into a tendon in the 
back of my hand.  It was there for three days before I could get it tended to 

and by then my hand was swollen up a great deal.  Because of everything going on I do not actually remember 
being hit by shrapnel but it must have been from mortars that had exploded nearby.  When the medic 
removed the shrapnel he created a fairly big hole to find and remove it.  He offered it to me but I did not 

want it, I had enough of it after three days.  I was 
awarded a Purple Heart because of this in 
February 1945.’ 

 
 Hersh got a Japanese 

Luger by trading some of 
his rations with a Pilipino 
kid.  He found leather in 
an abandoned shop and 
made a holster for the gun.  
He also found two 
Japanese flags along the 
way in an abandoned 
building as they were 
clearing the city.  

Chinese Cemetery 
  
‘Later on we found out we had been outnumbered 5:1 in Manila.  After garrison duty in Manila, 5–26 

March, the division shifted to the hills of Northwest Luzon.  Once the fighting in Manila was over we knew 
the Japanese were going to try to defend Baguio up in the mountains and in the pine trees they could hide 
anywhere.  Up in the mountains the temperatures would get down to freezing at night and we weren’t used to 
the colder temperatures.  General Yamashita, commander of the Japanese forces in the Philippines was hiding 
up there in a cave.  Up on the road to Baguio I was in my foxhole when I saw a P38 dropping bombs in a 
valley down from us.  I was up on the ridge and was watching when I realized one of the bombs released late 
and was headed right at me.  I crouched down into my foxhole as the 500 pound bomb flew within 10 feet of 
me and luckily went down into a ravine right next to the ridgeline I was on.  It dropped almost 150 feet when 
it went off and luckily I wasn’t hurt.  The next day we went further up the road to Baguio.  I was on a patrol 
of about 28 men to find out how many enemy were around, and we sure did find out.  We went out there and 
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March 17, 1945    the riflemen in front came across about 
5 or 6 Japanese all sitting around 
playing cards with their rifles stacked in 
a pile in an open area.  The lieutenant 
with us said, “Well, we’ll get a line 
formed” and I had the machine gun and 
got on the right end and the BAR’s 
were both on the left end with all the 
riflemen in the middle, they got 
themselves setup and they wiped them 
out.  As soon as they started firing a hail 
of bullets started coming from the ridge 
just beyond them and I mean the tree 
leaves were falling down like 
snowflakes.  Just thick…thick!  It was 
all automatic fire by machine guns.  
And then the mortar shells started 

coming down and a mortar hit alongside the guy next to me and wounded him and two other guys.  Well the 
lieutenant said, “We gotta get outta here” so I grabbed the foot of the injured guy next to me and a box of 
ammunition and my machine gun and the gunner grabbed his other leg and we picked up our rifles and we 
carried this guy outta there.  The whole way the tree leaves were still falling down on us like snow.  They were 
shooting downhill and when you are shooting downhill you really have to lower the muzzle.  They were 
shooting and the bullets were going about 3 feet above our heads.  I don’t know how many guns were firing at 
us but it was really thick.  We walked out of there and realized the two BAR’s were missing.  We were just 
outside of where the rest of the company was and we sat there 
and waited and waited.  Pretty soon we saw something going 
through the trees and one of the guys said, that looks like a 
BAR, and sure enough it was those two guys.  They had not 
heard the message to retreat so they just stayed there and kept 
firing.  Finally they discovered they were all by themselves and 
so they got off the trail and worked their way back through 
the brush and trees but they walked with their rifles up so we 
could recognize them.  When the forces went back after it was 
all shelled and bombed they found that there had been about 
10,000 men there against our small patrol.’  

‘Then we moved up and we had General Yamashita in our sites and they would not let us shoot at him.  
They wanted him alive.  Later he was captured and tried in court.  Up there during a firefight Don Bode and I 
were getting tired so I stepped back and a bullet shot through the front of my jacket and the back of his shirt.  
We hit the ground and jumped into a bomb hole for cover.  The next day we went further to the next ridge 
and we could see some activity and knew that was about where Yamashita was.  I took three steps toward my 

gun and a guy stepped behind me into my spot and was 
almost instantly shot and killed right where I had just been.  
He had only been with us about 4 days.  That night the 
Japanese started throwing grenades up in our foxhole and we 
threw them back so eventually they stopped.  The next 
morning it started raining and it rained all day and was really 
muddy.  So we moved about 2 miles toward Baguio and 
stopped for the night and the next morning I got up and was 
yellow from head to toe.  So I went to the hospital in Subic 
Bay covered in mud to be treated for yellow jaundice.  When I 
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showed up to be treated the doctor told me to go down to the Red Cross for supplies to get myself cleaned 
up.  I knew my family had donated dozens of these kits to the Red Cross.  When I got there I grabbed a kit 
ant the attendant tried to make me pay for it.  After being in so much fighting and feeling so poor I had few 
words for him.  I had no money on me so I showed him the end of my gun and walked away without a word.  
There were 8 of us in the hospital at the same time.  I was told the yellow jaundice was possibly from eating 
the same c-rations every day for so long. They told me to eat something though they knew it wouldn’t stay 
down; food didn’t taste or smell good for 2 days.  The first night I was in a ward with only 5 or 6 guys in a 
tent that could hold about 14.  They gave me a wool blanket and a cot because it cooled down a bit at night 
there.  About 2AM I woke up and itchy, burning up and sweaty and so I called for a nurse.  She pulled back 
the blanket and I was red as a beet.  I was allergic to the wool and I was burning hot and that sure didn’t feel 
good on top of the jaundice.  I don’t know what she got but whatever she gave me really helped, I felt a lot 
better.  I got a mattress cover instead to sleep in which was made of a soft canvas, but for that night I was an 
awful yellow and red mess.  I was kept in the hospital for two weeks.  My company by then had moved on to 
Balete Pass on the road to Luzon.  The day after I was released from the hospital a couple guys and I 
hitchhiked for 2 days to get back to our unit.’   

 Poker game a top Balete Pass May 1945, shelling
    knocked the leaves off the trees 
Sgt Ed Knapp and Al Nava in Cagayan Valley in June 

 
Japanese artillery captured north of Balete Pass June 1945, notice 
the big iron wheels. 

 ‘From Balete pass we began working our way north to Aparri which was the northernmost city in Luzon. 
We had a pet monkey with us from Manila until we left the island after the war. One of the kids found him in 
Manila and when we weren’t fighting we were back in the rest area for a couple of days at a time.  He was our 
watch-monkey.  Filipinos would bring their empty containers so we threw our scraps or stuff we didn’t want 
into their canteens and the monkey guarded them so Filipinos could only come back and get their own 
canteens back and not take someone else’s. The monkey was just like a guard dog and he could put up a fight. 
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 The Japanese had come through and taken everything and 
the markets were closed so we tried to give the Filipinos as 
much as we could, especially in the valley and in Manila the 
Japanese had taken everything.  By the end of the war in the 
Philippines the Japanese didn’t have anything coming in 
anymore and were running out.  They were pretty much living 
off the land on and steeling from the locals.’ 

 
The monkey getting drunk on July 4, 1945 Tuguegarao. 

 ‘We stopped at Tuguegarao and they put us in companies 2 
to 3 miles apart with our own perimeters set up and we were 
sending patrols out from there and that was when the war 
ended.  We were actually on a 6 to 8 day patrol out there when 
they dropped the atomic bomb in Hiroshima.  We did not know 
about it until we got back the same day the second bomb was 
dropped in Nagasaki..  They told us there were atomic bomb 
dropped and we said, “What the heck is an atomic bomb??”  
Our division was being held in reserve for the invasion of Japan 
so it was good when we finally heard the war was over.’		

        
Machine gun sec, both guns July 1945: Hersh front 
left, Jim Bell front right 
 

‘The photo of the guys riding the water 
buffalos is the day they said the war was 
over.  Though the war was over we still 
didn’t get home until December.  We waited 
up there until they brought us back.  The 
rainy season was coming so they had to get 
us back across all the rivers, we had two 
rivers and a mountain pass to go over.  We 
were moved to the Cabanatuan area and had 
to wait there. Once the war ended leaflets 
were dropped from planes because this area 
was full of Japanese.  We collected and 
processed the Japanese as they surrendered.  
They were waving these leaflets when they 
came in.  They had all of their gear; their 
rifles etc. and we were instructed to take all 
of their stuff and threw it in a pile.  There 
was a big mission church we left alone and a 
meeting hall used for command.’ 

 
This picture is Jim Bell from Alabama, “feeling 
good and trying to get a ride.”  
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“A bunch of drunks” riding water buffalo to 
celebrate the end of the war. 

 
‘All the farmers lived around the 

church and they used a nearby barn to 
keep their water buffalo.  That was 
where we kept the Japanese when they 
came in.  All they had was their clothes.  
We never went through their stuff, 
intelligence did that, I always wondered 
and hoped that they sent it back to 
Japan when they were done.  As soon as 
that barn was full two trucks would 
come out and bring about 27 guys each 
to the prison at Cabanatuan where the 
Japanese had actually held American 

POW’s earlier. Each one of the companies lined up side by side had prisoners because on the leaflets it told 
them where they could go from where they were.  It listed all the places they could report in.  We tried to take 
good care of them though, they ate the same chow we did and were given the same stuff to eat on that we 
had.’ 

 
Virgil Cusiola from Walla Walla, Fred 
Weiver from Spokane (cook) and Hersh in 
Luzon Philippines 1945 

 
‘While we lived there every day at 

our tent a Philippine kid would bring us 
a bunch of bananas and they were the 
short little ones ripened on the tree.  I 
probably ate three or four bananas a 
day.  When we left Tuguegarao and 
went down to Cabanatuan where we 
were based to come home they had to 
get us out because the rain was coming 
and the rivers were swelling up.  The 
first bridge we had to get across already 
had a few feet of water on it. They were narrow wood bridges.’  

‘Then we got into the mountains and we were going in this convoy hauling us back along narrow curvy 
roads.  Our driver met another truck coming the other way and we were going too fast on a gravel road with 
no guard rails around a really sharp curve.  Instead of heading down the hill he tried to get around the curve 
and his wheels went over the edge of the shoulder and we rolled over.  I was sitting in the back corner of the 
truck where there were four of us playing cards.  Two of the kits were sitting on duffle bags that were all piled 
up.  When we rolled over we started flying and here is this kid sitting right in front of me, he started flying 
backwards and I was looking at him right in the face and we flew about 20 feet down the hillside.  He landed 
on his back and I landed right on top of him, my hands hit him on both of his arms and I broke both of his 
arms and my knee broke his leg above the knee.  He was just a small kid, probably only weighed about 130 
pounds.  We had about 8 guys stuck under the truck that came to rest upside down.  The duffel bags were 
holding the side racks out and off of the guys.  We started digging and got six of the guys out but there were 
two that we just couldn’t get out because their legs were wrapped up in the duffel bags. By then there were 
other trucks in the convoy that had stopped and we got enough guys there to pick that 6x6 up and rolled it 
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back onto its side and off those guys with strictly 
manpower and we got those guys outta there.  They didn’t 
even have any broken bones, the most injured guy turned 
out to be the guy I landed on.’ 

 
Rice field in central Luzon 1945 

  
Lingayen Gulf Luzon 1945, taken before we got on 
board ship to come home 

 
They returned to the U.S. November 1945 

and were inactivated December 18, 1945. ‘I 
came home on the President Jackson which was 
a luxury liner before it was a troopship.  It 
wasn’t that bad but I still didn’t sleep down in 
the hull, I slept on the deck the whole time.  At 
the docks there was a dock strike.  The second 
day they finally tied us up to the docks but they weren’t even going to do that.  The army said they would get 
us home by Christmas so eventually they talked some dock workers into tying us up but nobody was allowed 
to get off the boat for another day.  Finally they let us off and the guys from the East Coast were bussed 
straight to the airport to be flown home because they still had a long trip ahead of them.  The rest of us from 
the west coast were put on a train and the Salvation Army was there with sandwiches and didn’t want a penny 
for them.  When I had been abroad the Red Cross had wanted money for every single thing they provided 
even though most of what they had received was donations from families.  I knew my family had donated a 
number of kits with soap and razors and such, but the Red Cross turned around and tried to sell them to us.  
Once when I had yellow jaundice on the way to Baguio from eating the same rations for so long I had to go 
to the medic.  Since I was so muddy from being out in the field he told me to go to the Red Cross and get 
supplies to get myself cleaned up and when I went to pick up a kit the red 
cross guy tried to get me to pay for it, well I didn’t have any money, where 
would I have gotten money anyway? So I showed him the end of my rifle and 
walked off, by the end of the war I had had enough, they haven’t gotten a 
penny from me since!’ 

Hersh earned the rank of 
sergeant by the end of the 
war.  He eventually had an 
Arrowhead for an invasion, 
two battle stars, and a 
Philippine battle star ribbon 
to go with his combat 
infantry badge.  Because he 
had the combat infantry 
badge he was later awarded 
the bronze star. 
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←The Combat Infantryman Badge was created during 
World War II to recognize the combat service and 
sacrifices of infantrymen who would likely be wounded or 
killed in numbers disproportionate to those from the 
Army’s other service branches. ↓ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
←WWII Victory Medal 

 
 

←37th Division (Buckeye Division) staff 
sergeant, 31 months overseas. 
 
 
 
 
 

←The Bronze Star is awarded for bravery, acts of merit, or 
meritorious service. It is the fourth-highest combat award of the 
Armed Forces and ninth highest military award in the order of 
precedence of military decorations.  

 
 
       Army Good Conduct Medal↓ 

 
 

←The Purple Heart is awarded in the name of the President to those 
who have been wounded or killed while serving with the U.S. 
military. 

 
 
The Philippine Liberation Medal was awarded to those who 
participated in the liberation of the Philippine Islands  
      ↓ 
 
 
 
 
      ↑ 
The Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal was awarded to anyone that 
served in the Pacific Theater from 1941 to 1945 
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We were on the USS President Jackson waiting to get off the ship. 

  ‘When I came home from overseas, they wanted to get everybody home for Christmas.  We finally got off  
the boats after the dock strike and they took us by train to an army German POW camp and the cooks were 
German and were amazing cooks.  We ate well there, it was excellent food.  Then we stayed overnight and got 
back on the train and they said we were going straight through to Fort Lewis and sure enough that sucker 
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sucker moved and everybody got out of our way.  The train stopped only once for oiling and refueling 
somewhere but then we were back on the track and flying again back to Fort Lewis.  As soon as we got there 
it took us a day.  I called mom and Lorene both and told them about when I would get out.  Kenny, Bob and 
Lorene came over in Kenny’s car.  I had to go over to get some blood drawn and as I was going back to the 
barracks to sleep, why, here comes this gal that looks like Lorene so I headed over there and sure enough it 
was her so we met up right there in the parking lot.  She was headed back to the car but I hadn’t known what 
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kind of car Kenny had, I’d never seen 
it.  So we met right there and it was 
good.  I proposed a day or two after 
Christmas. She was ready  too, so it 
didn’t take long.  We knew, we’d 
known each other since August 2nd of 
1941 and it was January 1946.  We had 
done so many things together and 
enjoyed every bit of it. 
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In 2010 Hersh was chosen to go to Washington DC for the 

Honor Flight Program.  ‘It was an incredible experience.’ 
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HERSH AND LORENE’S LIFE TOGETHER 
 
August 2, 1941 Lorene and I met.  We kept that anniversary date all our lives.  We met in Odessa in the 

bowling alley.  I knew who she was because my cousin went with her a couple times.  Her and her friend were 
having trouble keeping score so the kid I was with said well, we’ll help you keep score and after we rolled 
about 2 games I said well, why don’t you come to the dance with me and she said ok.  We went to the dance 
and after the dance we sat in the car next to the bowling alley and pretty soon there was a knock on the 

window.  It was her brother John and he said it was time to 
go home. That was the last time she went home with him.  
She waited a little bit and I said well, how about a date next 
week and I’ll come over, where do you live?  I had an idea 
but I wasn’t sure, once I got that straightened out that was 
the way it went. 

December 7, 1941 Jack and Laura Schafer, Bob and Betty Telecky, Lorene and Hersh.  It was Hersh’s 20th birthday party.  
The day would forever be remembered by the world as Pearl Harbor Day.  They found out later that day when Herman and 
Lottie came home from town that Pearl Harbor had been bombed.  Within a week or two Hersh had to sign up for the draft and 
the draft number he got was 16.  He was able to get a one year deferment but was inducted December 1942. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Model A was tan and it would probably still run but the metal at the 
tip of the distributer cap is worn off.  Hersh affectionately calls it the 
‘courting car’. 
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After high school I worked for a little bit then went to 
Eastern Washington College in Cheney the fall of 1941 to 
study to become a teacher and to get a welding certification.  
Lorene and I wrote letters to each other while I was away.  
Hersh hitch-hiked home almost every weekend. 

   March 1942  
 

Pat Larson and Lorene Aug 1942 
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September 1942 Mt Rainier trip. 

In September of 1942 Hersh 
knew he was probably going to war.  He 
wanted to propose so he bought Lorene a 
ring with one diamond and silver décor on 
the  sides as soon as he had the money 
after summer work was done.  When he 
gave it to her he asked “will you wait for 
me?” and she said yes.  They knew it 
would be hard to be apart when he was 
away in the service but they both knew it 
would be worth the wait.    

‘remember honey’ 

 
Hersh carried these pictures throughout the 
war in a card carrier.		
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First letter from Lorene to Hersh after he left for the war: 
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‘You and me under a plam 
tree’ -1943, photo was taken 
when Lorene and Lottie visited 
Hersh before he went overseas.↓ 

↓↑March 1943 Deife farm 

↑Lorene at Betty’s wedding while 
 Hersh was still in the war. 
 

 
Stockton 1943→ 

 
January 1944→ 
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    Lorene and Hersh stayed together through the war.  
Upon his return they planned their wedding day and celebrated 
their marriage just 2 weeks after Hersh returned from the war.  
They were married in the Old Pilgrim Church in Odessa, it was 
torn down shortly thereafter.  Kenny was the best man and 
Helen Lobe was the maid of honor.  

 

↑January 1946 on honeymoon between Boise and Lewiston.  
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For our honeymoon 
we went to the 
Spokane Hotel (which 
became the Ridpath 
later on) for the first 
night then we went to 
Walla Walla then to 
Boise Idaho in the 
middle of the winter 
snowing all over 
driving in my brothers 
car which was a 39 
Chevrolet.  We had to 
drive that because they 
had taken the model A 
and cut the back off 
and put that wooden 
box on back.  I was 
pretty unhappy about 
that.  I expected to 
have my model A back 
when I got back from 
the war but they 
needed a pickup and 
couldn’t buy one so 
that’s what they did to 
it.  That’s why I bought 
the Studebaker when 
we got back from our 
honeymoon.  We knew 
before we left that it 
was coming in.  We 
stayed up in the pass 
between Pendleton and 
Boise someplace and 
the weather was real 
bad too so we decided 
that with the weather 
the way it was Boise 
was as far as we would 
go.  So we spent time 
in Boise going to 
shows and different 

things because the weather wasn’t so bad there.  When we came back through Grangeville on the way home 
we stayed in a hotel there.  At three in the morning we both woke up itching all over and realized there were 
bedbugs.  So we got up and got cleaned up and left in the pitch dark and we drove all the way home that day.  
Nobody expected us home until the next day but we were ready to be home after that.  We had always wanted 
to go back to Boise but we never did, we enjoyed ourselves there, no snow in January, and a pretty neat town.  
We really didn’t plan where we were going to, Boise was just a place neither of us had been so that’s where we 
decided to go at the time.  
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↑Hersh and 
Lorene got their first 
car in 1946 shortly 
after returning from 
their honeymoon 
around February 5th 
1946.  It was a 
brand new 1946 
Studebaker tan 
colored with brown 
trim. 

 
 ←Hersh -June ‘46                    

Hersh’s parents Herman and Lottie went fishing once a week together in 
their retirement years.  Hersh always intended to do the same when he and 
Lorene retired.  ‘I always planned on fishing a lot with Lorene.  The very first 
time I took her out though the motor wouldn’t start and I had only one paddle.  Eventually a guy came along 
and towed us in. Lorene said there was going to be another motor on that boat before she ever got back into.   
Lorene never really liked it out on the boat but she was a swimmer.  This photo of her on that boat was her 
dads little boat.  It’s the one out on the farm on the other side of the shed. When her dad passed away we 

bought it for $100 
and we used it for a 
long, long time until 
I bought the boat I 
have now.  Bruce 
and Laurie even 
took it to Mexico 
once.’  

 
When Greg was 

born Dr. Lindsey said 
you’ll never have a girl, 
don’t worry about it. So 
we never even thought 
about it, never picked 
any girl names.  It 
turned out he was right. 
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Greg 1 year     4th of July ‘47 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
↑↓Our first vacation Twin Lakes 
September 1947 

 
 
Our catch at Lake Curlew Sept ‘48 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Priest Lake1949 
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Greg and Ross playing in the snow 1950-ish 
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←Greg, Ross (front), Nila, 
Charlotte (Neidham), Sandy 
(Adkinson) (back). In the sleigh 
on the farm around 1950 

 

 
 
 
 
←January 13, 1950 

↑Jan 13,1950 
 
 

←December 1952 
 
 
 
 

←↑Easter 1953 
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←May 1954 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

←June 1954 
Woodland 

 
 

↓↑June 1954 
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↓Bruce next to the family’s first TV 
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↑Lorene 1958 
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After 
Lorene and 
I got 
married I 
worked on 
the Kramer 
farm in 
Harrington 

for three 
months 

then we 
moved into 
Ritzville and 
I started 
working at 

the Gearhart Ford 
Dealership as an auto 
mechanic from 1946 
until 1954.  My boss 
from the dealership 
offered to sell me a 
Mobile service station 
distributorship which I 
owned until 1963.  My 
service station was one 
of 17 along 1st avenue 
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and I was doing 
pretty good 
business but once 
the freeway 
bypassed town 
nobody even 
stopped off the 
freeway.  The only 
ones that stopped 
were the ones that 
really needed gas.  
Our sales dropped 
off a lot, of course 
that was right 
before I sold out.  
It picked back up 
some because 
people finally 
figured out it 
wasn’t that far off 
the freeway so they 
could go down and 
fill up and get back 
on again.  When a 
couple of the other 
stations in town 
closed that helped 
me out too.  What 
helped the most 

was I had a pump-truck and was selling fuel to 
farmers.   

When I sold, if the guy that bought me out 
had kept his nose to the grindstone he’d been all 
right.  He didn’t so he was losing farmers and his 
business kept going down so he finally closed up 
and sold his truck and stuff and Mobil oil 
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company took back their 
stuff.  He wasn’t the only 
one; the Shell station was 
the last one to close up 
down there.  

I liked being involved 
in the community outside 
of work too.  I set of dates 
and put out posters for 
the Northwest Blood 
Center for many years.   I 
was also on the vocational 
ag FFA advisory 
committee for every ag 
teacher up to the present 
one.  I was also a fireman 
for 15 years and assistant 
rural chief for three years 
before moving to the farm 
then I became a district 
fire commissioner for 23 
years. 
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↑ Once a guy came through and 
needed gas but had no money so he 
offered this old pocket watch so we traded 
the watch for a tank of gas.  He said he 
would come back to pay for the gas and 
retrieve the watch but he never did. 

Ferndale Washington 
Mobil oil refinery 
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Hersh farmed from 1963 to 1984 on the family farm and retired in 
1984.  When we first moved to the farm we didn’t have much money 
so I was working out at the post office part time for several years.  In 
December I usually worked about 2 to 3 weeks every day because in 
those days there was a lot more mail than now.  I carried the mail.  
One year it took 3 guys to carry the mail when it would normally take 
only one because it was so cold, below zero and the wind was blowing 
so bad.  I would go out so far then somebody else went out and then I 
went back out again.  The mail went out about 14 miles, I used to 
walk that whole route starting with main street first then did the 14 
mile route and be done by 2:30 in the afternoon, we were hot-footing 
it.  It brought in money though.  Lorene worked part time as well; she 

worked in the 
lunchroom in the 
school so she could be 
home with the boys 
after school.  Then she 
went full time until 
Bruce and Rod asked 
her to quit working so 
she could come to 

their wrestling matches and 
ball games so she did.   

 After the Studebaker we had a 55 ford with wood 
panels.  Next we had a two 56 Ford station wagons 
and then a 52 Ford panel, which was used down at 
the service station all the time to deliver grease and 
oil.  They 
pulled a 

teardrop 
trailer 

behind the 
52 Ford 
and one 
time they 
stopped on 
the coast 

someplace and parked in the campground and the kids got out and 
started playing then the kids across the street came over and started 
playing and their mom came out and called her kids back and said 
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you don’t want to play with those 
tramps over there, just leave them 
to stay over there where they 
belong.  I thought gee whiz, just 
because you have a newer rig 
makes us tramps all of the sudden.  It was a 52 Ford and this was in 57 
or 58! 

In the little teardrop trailer Rod was small so he slept on a little bunk 
and Lorene and Hersh had a bed and the other three boys stayed in the 
rig.   

Then after that we got a 15 foot trailer and traded in the 52 
Ford for a 56 Ford station wagon and we pulled that trailer 

down to Yellowstone 
and all around.  That was 
our vacation between 
the service station and 
the farm for about 10 to 
14 days.  Then after that 
we bought a Ford 
pickup and camper and 
we used that for a year 
or two then got a 73 
Ford F250 pickup brand 
new.   
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 Back when Hersh and 
Lorene had kids it was rare to 
wait until 25 to have kids and 
most people held the opinion 
you should have your kids 
before the age of 30.  They 
wanted a girl which is why 
there is a 5 year gap between 
Bruce and Rod.  As the kids 
were growing up some of their 
friends had girls, Hersh 
remembers Lorene would 

come home after visiting with them 
and jokingly say she was glad she 
didn’t have any girls, they were pains in the butts.  Hersh and Lorene did 
consider adopting a little girl who came to live with them for a while.  Marge 
Deife’s aunt’s girls needed a home after their mother died.  Nobody in the 
family was going to take them at first and they were considering putting 
them in a home so somebody took the youngest and Hersh and Lorene took 
in the older one as sort of a foster child to stay as long as she wanted.  She 
was Bruce’s age and struggled a lot in school the first year in first grade 
because she had grown up in a bad home and things didn’t go right there.  
Finally she was on improving in the second grade but then one of her aunts 
decided to take her so they came and got her.  Hersh kept track of her and 

she grew up well and got married and had kids and did ok.  They always 
worried about her because she was so meek and scared of getting in 
trouble, that kind of scolding never happened at our house but we 
worried she might struggle after 
such a rough start. 

As a kid Rod had a bit of a 
temper, ‘man, if things didn’t go his 
way as a young boy then bang!’ he 
wanted to do everything the big 
boys could do.   
←Rod 8 months old                  
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Bruce’s birthday 1961 
  Ed Deife, 
Sandy 
Heimbigner, Greg 
Heimbigner, __ 
Deife, Judy 
Krouse 
Graduation in 
1966 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

.  
                    

←January 1969 at the farm.                   
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When Greg went into the military he didn’t really know what he wanted to do.  Because of that Hersh and 
Lorene were supportive of his decision to go into the Air Force.  He went over to Vietnam three times.  The 
first time he was trained as a demolition person getting rid of foxholes and dens.  During his time there he 
was exposed to Agent Orange.  Then he came back to the U.S. and 

retrained as a cargo loader 
and he went back to Vietnam 
and was loading C135’s.  He 
came back again for retraining 
for a while and it wasn’t until 
he went back to Vietnam that 
this time he had been trained 
as a helicopter gunner. During 
his third tour in Vietnam he 
was exposed to Agent Orange 
again.  Greg’s doctors felt that 
those exposures to Agent 
Orange contributed to his 
health problems later in life. 
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This picture is in the plowed 
field after it rained creating a 
hard crust over an inch thick, 
you can see what it looks like 
before and after.  May 1980 

Mt St Helens some people 
thought that maybe the 
nitrogen crystals in the ash 
could act as fertilizer and help 
but actually the biggest 

difference was that the ash acted 
as an insulator the finer you 
keep the ground the less 
evaporation you have so 
around here the ground is 
pretty moist.  About 4 
inches down it retains water 
well.  When Mt St Helens 
happened it didn’t really ruin 
any of the crops, just settled 
around it. 
The lawn partly done, a wheel 
barrel full was taken out of lawn 
in a space of 3x6. June 1980 

 
    
  Homestead covered in ash from Mt St Helens. 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ash piled up at the farm 
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←Ash in front of house on 6th street. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 

The last arrowhead 
found on the farm.  

When Hersh and Kenny were kids they used 
to gather arrowheads while they were out 
herding the cows.  They had a whole box 
collected.  This particular arrowhead may 
have been for somewhat larger game than is 
currently in the area. 

Hersh & Lorene’s home in Ritzville when they 
retired at 410 W. 6th St. 

 
We were looking for a house on the 

corner because we’d always lived on a corner 
when we had lived in town and there weren’t 
many houses available at the time we were 
looking.  We did finally find a house but the 
previous owners never cleaned the yard after 
Mt St Helens and there were nothing but 
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weeds in the 
yard.  We went 
between spring 
work and harvest 
and took 6 
inches of dirt off 
the top and 
leveled it and 
cleaned it up 
before anyone 
ever lived there.  
For a while one 
of the hired men 
lived there and 

later Bruce and Laurie lived there for a summer before 
we finally retired from the farm and moved into town. 

 An army buddy of mine came out from Ohio and they brought their daughter along that was Rod’s age.  
She didn’t want to come, she was a city girl and thought what was she going to do at a farm for 2 weeks and 
only go to the World’s Fair?  And the first night Rod said, well get ready, we’re going to town.  Those two 
kids went to town every single night and she said she couldn’t believe how much fun country kids really have 
every night getting together in town.  They did things we never thought about and didn’t even get in trouble.  
We went salmon fishing and I caught 6 of them and she caught 3 and Rod got 3 and her dad hadn’t caught 
one until just as we were about to go home he reeled in an 18 pounder. 

I got a letter from her about 10 years later and she said of 
all the trips I took with my folks the trip out to Washington 
was the best in all my life.  I had more fun out there and met 
more good kids and just had a really good time.  We 
changed her mind on the country all together, last time we 
went to go visit her it turned out she lives in the country 
now.   

We went to the world’s fair up in Spokane in 1974 a few 
times.  We went over and spent 3 or 4 hours there and then 
would go out to dinner and turn around and come home.  A 
day or two later we went back up again and that time we 
took the pickup and camper and all 6 of us rode in that over 
to go salmon fishing.  We took the tent along and Don and 
Rod and I slept in the tent and the ladies all slept in the 
camper.  At the world’s fair there were a lot of good displays 
of things to come that have now already come to pass and 
the Gondola and the Merry go round had been moved for 
the fair.  The merry go round was moved from Natatorium 
park which was in northeast Spokane and was a neat park 
with wild animals and rides and stuff.  I used to go there as a 
kid because my aunt and uncle lived close to that park and 
my cousin Harold and I were the same age and used to walk 
down to the park and ride bumper cars and cars on tracks 
and the merry go round.  It was too bad they never kept that 
park up. 

    Hersh, Lorene, Bob Bushed, Lottie at the world’s fair     Lottie, 
Lorene, Erma Bushed (from Ohio)→ 
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California Redwoods 

 
←Washington DC 
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Being in Thousand Trails when we travelled we only had general destinations in mind, never a specific 
route.  We just picked another Thousand Trails stop and made sure we could be there in a day or two then we 
would stay there and with our little car we could cover a lot of turf.   Lorene and I always enjoyed spending 
time together.  Even after we were married we just enjoyed doing things together, especially traveling, we saw 
a lot.  We didn’t always agree on where we wanted to go.  The first time we went on a trip around the US 
Lorene’s brothers wife was bound and determined to go to Corning where Corning Ware was made.  We 
wanted to go to Cooperstown and the baseball hall of fame, we were at Niagara Falls at the time but we 
managed to go see both.  One of Hersh’s favorite parts of Cooperstown turned out to be the farmers 
museum, which he found very interesting. 

 Hersh prepared for the beard growing contest for the Ritzville 
Centennial in 1981. 
For the centennial parade 1981 we had the old binder, tractor 
and hay on a trailer.  We undid the hay and put it through the 
binder and with the binder going it made bundles all the way 
down Main Street. We took the neighbors trailer and put a 
tractor and bailer on it and that 1913 bailer kicked out bundles 
of had the whole way down Main Street. 

 
 
 

Fishing for sturgeon in the Tri-
Cities with Carl Higby.→ 

 
 
 
 

←Hersh, Bob Oestreich salmon 
fishing Westport Aug 1985 
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Hersh says looking back he 

feels like one thing he would say 
to anybody is to be good to each 
other, what you say and do lasts 
a long time.  
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HAPPY 90TH BIRTHDAY HERSH!!! 
 
 

Originally this book was intended as a gift to Hersh for his 90th birthday.  It turned out to be a gift from 
Hersh to all of us.  Hersh and I had a fantastic time creating this book.  We got to spend a lot of time together 
and I have learned so much from him.  I also have to thank him for spending so many hours collecting 
photos and documents and telling me stories.  I am not an expert in genealogy but I did my best to create a 
complete and accurate story.  The Heimbigner family story would not be possible without the hard work 
already put in by a number of family members such as Gary Heimbigner.  His work with Judy York and Nelly 
Heimbigner is still the most complete and accurate collection of the family history.  Equally the Deife family 
story would not have been possible without help from both Bob Deife and Ed Deife.  I also could have never 
gotten through the process of creating this for Hersh without my husband Jim Heimbigner.  Jim has also 
taken on the task of creating Heimbigner.com to make the family history more accessible and easier to share.  
I hope the entire family enjoys the book!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Though I’m a couple months late, Happy Birthday Hersh!   ~Renee 
 
 

 


